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ABSTRACT  

Cinsaut has recently re-emerged within the South African wine industry as both a blending 

component and single grape varietal. This assignment summarises the historical use of 

Cinsaut within the South African context as well as the merits of this variety in the modern 

winemaking environment. Focus will fall on the characteristics of Cinsaut, for example what 

the variety adds to a blend, popular regions of growth as well as possible downsides. 

Industry statistics are discussed in order to provide a snapshot of current and past 

occurrences and trends. Interviews have been conducted with experienced winemakers to 

ascertain why they decided against using Cinsaut. Opinions of the younger winemaking 

generation have also been garnered to ascertain the reasons why they are considering re-

introducing this variety. A section on the application of Cinsaut within the international arena, 

as well as a short marketing perspective, is included. 

Although Cinsaut has played an important role in the production of bulk wines, both 

historically as well as in the current market, this assignment will focus on the quality aspects 

of Cinsaut. 

 

LIMITATIONS 

To date only limited research or written work has been completed with specific regard to 

Cinsaut. Although the variety is mentioned in various works on wine (viticulture, viniculture 

and marketing) it is hardly ever the focus point of the study. Due to this limitation, personal 

and telephonic interviews were conducted along with detailed email correspondence.   
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SECTION 1: 

Introduction 

Since the late nineteenth century Cinsaut has appeared in many guises in the South African 

wine industry. Overshadowed by a range of other varietals, Cinsaut never truly featured 

amongst the forefront of the fashionable or most trendy. Rather, it quietly played its own, 

unique and remarkable role in the background of South African wines.  

For many years Cinsaut was used predominantly as a bulk wine variety and its focus was to 

increase volumes of wine produced. In the early South African industry volume outweighed 

the quality aspect and Cinsaut became known for its ability to yield high tonnage. 

Interestingly it was a variety used for making a range of styles from white wines, rosés, dry 

and sweet red wines to brandy and port. Not only was it deemed an ideal economic choice 

(due to high yields), but its versatility allowed for greater freedom in the winery.  

Unbeknown to numerous wine lovers, many of the stalwart red wines from the 1970s, and 

especially earlier, were boosted with a percentage of Cinsaut. Whether small or large, this 

percentage played a role in creating a certain aroma and flavour profile and forms an 

intricate part of South Africa’s red wine history. It is this mysterious factor linked to Cinsaut 

which has sparked the interest of a few younger generation winemakers to once again 

pursue the variety and attempt to revolutionize and re-introduce this stalwart not only 

viticulturally and viniculturally, but also to consumers.  

It appears as though some change, perhaps a revival, is occurring and that the time has 

come for Cinsaut to step into the limelight and showcase its true merits. This assignment 

intends to document these changes and review future possibilities within South Africa for the 

variety. In the words of the Roman Emperor Marcus Aurelius (Quoteopia, 2012): 

 

‘Observe constantly that all things take place by change, and accustom thyself to consider 

that the nature of the Universe loves nothing so much as to change the things which are, 

and to make new things like them’. 

 

According to both Professor Goussard (viticultural expert) and the French OIV (Organisation 

Internationale de la Vigne et du Vin), the ‘intergovernmental organization which deals with 

technical and scientific aspects of viticulture and winemaking’, the official designation for 

Cinsaut is Cinsaut Noir (Wikipedia: S.v. OIV, s.d.; OIV Publication, 2013; Goussard, 2008). 

In this assignment, Cinsaut Noir will be shortened and referred to as Cinsaut. SAWIS (South 
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African Wine Industry Information and Systems) accepts the varietal name Cinsaut with 

regard to wine certification legislation (Floris, 2014). The name of the variety is sometimes 

spelled with an ‘l ’; Cinsault (Robinson, 2006:171). Throughout this paper, the spelling 

without the ‘l ’ will be used; Cinsaut. Earlier books, publications and colloquial speech refer 

to Cinsaut as Hermitage or Hermityk. Where applicable, this synonym is included in the text.  

 

1.1 Scope of the assignment 

The objective of this assignment is to provide an overview of Cinsaut within the South 

African context ranging from the grape’s introduction during the late nineteenth century, the 

rise and fall from favour, and the current revival of this variety. The assignment includes a 

brief historical overview of the South African wine industry and the influence which Cinsaut 

had during this period. In order to provide more in-depth knowledge into the varietal 

characteristics of the grape, ampelographic and viticultural information is included as well as 

a greater focus on various winemaking techniques and styles ranging from the nineteenth 

century to the current environment. Cinsaut within the international arena is discussed in 

order to portray a global perspective of the relevance of the variety. The scope of the 

assignment is further broadened by including an approach to marketing the variety as well 

as various industry opinions on the future of Cinsaut within the South African context. 

The focus of this dissertation is to showcase a workhorse variety, once seemingly forgotten, 

and to examine the future potential of the revival of Cinsaut as a quality red grape variety in 

South Africa. Although only limited research has been conducted into Cinsaut due to its 

workhorse reputation, other sources were used in order to provide a more detailed overview 

of Cinsaut for this assignment. Interviews were conducted and opinions garnered from both 

younger- and older generation viticulturists, winemakers and industry professionals in order 

to provide a clear overview of industry thoughts and perspectives on Cinsaut in South Africa. 

 

1.2 Contribution of the assignment 

This assignment seeks to comprehensively summarise and review current written 

information as well as industry opinion regarding Cinsaut. In most sources, very little mention 

is made of the variety and no information was found focusing solely on Cinsaut. This 

assignment aims to provide a concise, yet detailed work focused on the history, viti- and 

vinicultural aspects, local and international styles as well as marketing possibilities of 

Cinsaut. Furthermore it is hoped that this assignment will contribute to greater 
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understanding, knowledge and future recommendations of Cinsaut within the South African 

wine industry.  

 

1.3 Outline of the assignment 

This assignment is divided into seven sections: 

Section 1 acts as an introduction to the research project and defines the scope of the 

assignment.  

Section 2 provides an historical perspective on the use of Cinsaut within the South African 

context. The arrival of Cinsaut in South Africa, the winemaking methods employed during the 

nineteenth century and iconic wines of the time are discussed. The role which Cinsaut 

played in the development of Pinotage as well as the eventual decline in popularity of the 

Cinsaut grape are described in chapters 4 and 5. 

Section 3 covers the viticultural aspects pertaining to Cinsaut. An overview is provided of 

the origins of Cinsaut, the rootstock and clonal material available and the ampelography of 

the variety. The cultivation and viticultural management specific to Cinsaut are reviewed and 

an update on current South African Cinsaut statistics provided.  

Section 4 contains a brief overview on current Cinsaut trends along with various approaches 

to vinifying the grape as well as its use in either blends or single varietal wines.  

Section 5 provides an international perspective and focuses on the global distribution of 

Cinsaut. The use of the variety in the following countries is described – Algeria, Australia, 

France, Italy, Lebanon, Morocco and the United States of America.  

Section 6 discusses the potential marketing aspects of the variety, either as a varietal wine 

or as a blend. Chapters included in this section cover the flavour profile of Cinsaut, ideal 

food matches as well as various industry opinions on the current status and future 

possibilities for Cinsaut. Various price point possibilities are also reviewed.  

Section 7 concludes the assignment and attempts to provide a general overview of the 

information gathered in Sections 2 to 6.  
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SECTION 2: 

South African History 
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Chapter 1: Arrival of Cinsaut in South Africa 

The wine industry in South Africa was established shortly after the arrival of Jan van 

Riebeeck in 1652. He planted the first vines in the Wineberg area of Cape Town in 1655, 

and made the first wines, four years later, from grapes harvested from these vines (The 

Huguenot Wine Farmers Ltd., 1955). This event was documented in history by Jan van 

Riebeeck, first commander of the Cape of Good Hope, on February 2nd 1659 when he noted 

in his diary: ‘Today, praise be to God, wine was made for the first time from Cape grapes’ 

(Hands & Hughes, 1997:13). 

There are various opinions on exactly when the first Cinsaut vines arrived in the Cape. 

Robinson mentions that Cinsaut was imported to South Africa from the south of France in 

the mid nineteenth century (Robinson, 2006). She further notes that, after recovering from 

the devastating phylloxera crisis in 1866, the South African wine industry made up for lost 

time by ‘planting some 80 million high-yielding vines such as Cinsaut by the early 1900s’ 

Robinson, 2006:647). Another observation suggests that Cinsaut was ‘first introduced in the 

1850s’ (Hands & Hughes, 1997:104). Professor Goussard agrees and mentions that Cinsaut 

‘has been cultivated in South Africa since 1850’ (Goussard, 2008:41). In general the arrival 

of Cinsaut appears to have been somewhere between the late 1850s and 1880. A large 

range of new varieties were imported during this period of which, according to Leipoldt, the 

Hermitage grape was undoubtedly among the best (Leipoldt, 1952). Tim James notes the 

extent of different varieties documented in 1909. He mentions that Greengrape (Semillon) 

was by far the most planted grape, followed by Steen (Chenin Blanc) and Red Muscadel 

(Muscat) but that there was also a ‘significant rise of Cinsaut (called Hermitage)’ (James, 

2013:38).  

Renowned viticulturist Professor Abraham Izak Perold, throughout his overseas travels, 

brought 177 varieties to South Africa (Pinotage Association, s.d.). In his book, A Treatise on 

Viticulture, Perold noted the following: ‘Hermitage. Synonyms: Cinsaut, Cinq-Saou, 

Bourdalès, Boudalès, Plant d’Arles’ (Perold, 1927:275). He also noted that Hermitage had 

been grown in South Africa since more or less 1880 and that, what is known as Hermitage in 

South Africa, is in fact the same variety as Cinsaut found in the South of France (Perold, 

1927:275). Perold concluded that the main function of Hermitage is ‘to produce wine’ and 

that ‘on account of its high production it is the most popular red grape at the Cape, where 

fully 75 percent of the red wines are made from it’ (Perold, 1927:275).  

After its arrival the grape was extensively grown as it is a heavy bearer with good sugar 

content, making it a popular variety with the early growers. Quantity, rather than quality, was 

pursued and the result was often lightly coloured, thin and characterless wines (Kench, et 

al., 1983). Perold suggested that the variety can produce ‘good, light dry red wine on the 
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hills, where it does not produce such heavy crops’ but that the fertile low-lying soils produce 

‘big crops of rather indifferent quality’ (Perold, 1927:276). Leipoldt documented that Cinsaut 

had the ability to produce as much as 300 hectolitres per hectare, ‘a yield that has been 

surpassed only by the Hanepoot grape’ (Leipoldt, 1952:209). By 1976 Cinsaut was 

described as quantitatively the most important red wine grape in South Africa with nearly 53 

million vines present. This was ‘more than six times the total number of the six other most 

planted red-wine varieties put together’ (De Jongh, 1976:33). 

In 1918 over-production had become a problem and farmers were encouraged to sell 

exclusively through co-operatives. This led to the formation of the Cape Wine Grower’s co-

operative (KWV). The responsibility of the KWV was to stabilise wine prices, limit wine 

production and ensure that members receive a suitable return for their grapes. The KWV 

was ‘until 1998 legally empowered to determine production quotas, fix minimum prices, and 

predetermine production areas and limits – a system which tended to handicap the private 

wine producer and favour the bulk wine grower’ (Hands & Hughes, 1997; Robinson, 

2006:645). The result was that high-yielding varieties, such as Cinsaut and Chenin Blanc, 

were planted in order to supply the growing brandy industry (Archer, 2014). By 1990 Chenin 

Blanc was documented as making up 35.33% of total vine hectares whereas Cinsaut had 

dropped from 55% in 1983 to 37% in 1990 (SAWIS, 2014). Robinson mentions that, after 

being the most planted red for most of the century, Cinsaut has ‘declined in importance and 

represented only 3% of vineyard area in 2004’ (Robinson 2006:649). This statement was 

supported by Hands & Hughes when documenting that ‘in 1980 almost 13% of the Cape’s 

vineyards were planted to Cinsaut, making it the most planted red variety. By 1999 this 

figure had dropped to 3.6%’ (Hands & Hughes, 2001:58). This figure has now further 

dropped to below 2% according to SAWIS statistics (SAWIS, 2014). 

 

Chapter 2:  Winemaking and wine styles during the 1900s  

Cinsaut, like Chenin Blanc, used to be one of the workhorse grapes in the South African red 

wine industry and was for many years a bulk wine cultivar in South Africa. According to 

Robinson, Cinsaut was South Africa’s ‘most important red wine vine until the mid-1960s and 

was overtaken by Cabernet Sauvignon as the Cape’s most planted red only in 1993’ 

(Robinson, 2006:171). Professor Archer commented that during the early 1900s, all white 

varieties were measured against Chenin Blanc, whilst the red varieties were measured 

against Cinsaut (Archer, 2014). Cinsaut was a versatile grape which could be used for dry 

red wines, but also as the base wine for brandies. The large bunches and berries made it a 

favourite amongst farmers interested in larger crops. Regions such as Worcester and 

Robertson were able to achieve huge harvests from Cinsaut, predominantly for wines 
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destined in the use of brandy production and distilling wine. In more quality driven areas, 

such as Stellenbosch, Paarl and Bottelary, Cinsaut was cropped lower and the resultant 

better quality wines used for blending in dry reds. For many years, according to Bennie 

Howard, Cape Wine Master, Cinsaut was used as a good backbone in dry red blends 

(Howard, 2014).  

In his Treatise on viticulture Dr Perold advised that, for a quality red table wine to be 

produced in the regions of Stellenbosch, Paarl and the Cape Peninsula, it is important to 

plant at least one Cabernet Sauvignon vine for every two Hermitage vines planted (Leipoldt, 

1952). Furthermore, Perold was of the opinion that where Hermitage produces better quality 

dry wines, ‘these should be blended with Cabernet’ (Perold, 1927:276). Although Cabernet 

Sauvignon was deemed the best grape for making fine dry red table wines, it was proven 

that, with a blend of Hermitage, a pleasant wine, with a good bouquet, colour and distinct 

aroma, was possible to achieve. In those days, blending with Hermitage was preferred to 

blending with other grape varieties such as Merlot and Malbec (Leipoldt, 1952).  

 

2.1 Wine styles 

By the early 1990s, the South African wine industry was producing a range of wine styles 

from top quality dry whites and deeply flavoured, intense, tannic reds to sparkling wines, 

ports and sherries (Robinson, 1999). Due to the fact that Cinsaut was readily available 

during this period, it was used in a range of styles from dry table wines, to rosés, sweet red 

wines, ports and brandies (Archer, 2014; Howard, 2014). The range of styles produced is 

discussed under the following headings: 

 

2.1.1 Dry table wines 

During the early and mid-1900s, each variety was not necessarily treated separately, but 

rather a general recipe for red winemaking was followed. Winemakers rarely spent much 

time in the vineyards tasting the berries for ripeness and, in general, grapes were harvested 

at a certain sugar level and growers received payment according to the ripeness of the juice.  

(Bayly, 2013; Coetzee, 2013). 

Often Cinsaut was left to hang longer on the vine in order to harvest alongside Cabernet 

Sauvignon. Cinsaut was then picked a little overripe, usually at 22-23 Balling alongside the 

Cabernet Sauvignon at 21-22 Balling (a far lower sugar balling measure than is favoured 
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today). Often the Cinsaut and Cabernet Sauvignon grapes would arrive simultaneously at 

the winery and little to no sorting of bunches or berries would take place.  

For every two cases of Cabernet Sauvignon grapes thrown into the destemmer or crusher, 

one case of Cinsaut would be added. The foremost reason for this was that the original 

winery machinery used was not of very high quality, creating some logistical problems. The 

small, thick-skinned Cabernet Sauvignon berries got stuck in the pumps and crushers. By 

adding the Cinsaut grapes with their larger, thinner-skinned berries and juicier pulp, it 

allowed more liquid for the lubrication of the machinery in order for the Cabernet juice to be 

pumped more smoothly. The winery receiving area was usually higher than the crusher / 

tanks and the best way of enabling the desired gravity feed was to crush the Cinsaut and 

Cabernet Sauvignon grapes together (Le Riche, 2013). 

Another reason for harvesting the Cinsaut and Cabernet together was that the former acted 

as a ‘stretcher’ of the volume. During the 1970s and 1980s the price of Cabernet Sauvignon 

was very high and availability limited. Cinsaut on the other hand was a far higher yielder, 

with juicier flesh and far cheaper in price. It was thus an economic decision for many 

winemakers to combine the Cinsaut and Cabernet Sauvignon during vinification. In general, 

the resulting Cinsaut juice was of low acidity and high pH (Coetzee, J.B; Le Riche, 2013). 

Tim James also mentions the use of Cinsaut as a blending component for Cabernet 

Sauvignon as it was able to ‘soften’ the wine (James, 2013).  

 

2.1.1 A) White wine 

Both Bennie Howard and Duimpie Bayly, longstanding South African wine professionals, 

recall a dry, white wine made from predominantly Cinsaut grapes (Bayly, 2013; Howard, 

2014). Naturally Cinsaut is a red grape which does not give much colour. In the past, juice 

was bled immediately after the berries were crushed. This bled juice was referred to as white 

Hermitage, vinified into a dry white wine and sold by Stellenbosch Farmers’ Winery under 

the brand name of Oom Tas, a successful product of the time. Oom Tas was very light in 

colour, low in alcohol, usually included a percentage of Muscat for a sweeter flavour, and 

resembled a blanc de noir in character and style. Great volumes of this white Hermitage 

were produced and consumed, the bulk of the wine consisting of Cinsaut. At one stage, due 

to a lack of supply, the percentage of Cinsaut in Oom Tas was reduced. The sales dropped 

as consumers had become used to the characteristics given by Cinsaut to the blend, and the 

percentage of Cinsaut was increased again shortly thereafter (Bayly, 2013; Howard, 2014). 

The John Platter Guide of 1985 describes Oom Tas as a ‘bone dry white blend of white 

cinsaut (juice bled from red Cinsaut grapes) and muscat d’Alexandrie, amber-coloured with a 
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hanepoot character. An earthy, tough wine with a faithful following among Cape vineyard 

workers especially’ (Platter, 1985:88).  

 

2.1.1 B) Rosé wine 

Cinsaut has a tendency to produce ‘lighter, softer, and, in extreme youth, more aromatic and 

charmingly fruity wines than most reds’ and is particularly ‘well adapted for rosé production’ 

(Robinson 2006:171). In the south of France, Cinsaut and Grenache are two of the most 

commonly used grape varieties for rosé (Robinson, 2006). Hands & Hughes (2001) 

comment on the popularity of using Cinsaut in the production of South African rosé wines 

whilst an older entry by Orffer notes that, where Cinsaut is grown in cooler areas as bush 

vine with controlled yields, interesting rosés can be made (Orffer, 1979). 

Knox (1976) discusses a rosé produced by Walter Finlayson, from the Montagne Farm (then 

part of the much larger Hartenberg Estate outside Stellenbosch), during the 1970’s. 

Finlayson used Cinsaut both as a blending component and to produce rosé wines. 

Montagne was ‘one of the few South African Estates to produce a dry rosé’ (Knox, 1976: 

112). The winemaking method for the Montagne rosé involved leaving the crushed Cinsaut 

skins with the juice for between 24 and 36 hours. This was to allow sufficient colour 

extraction for a pink colour. Thereafter the must was separated from the skins and allowed to 

ferment dry (Knox, 1976).  

In the 1968 publication of Spirit of the Vine: Republic of South Africa, Opperman describes 

rosé producing methods of the time. The one option was to add a small quantity of red wine 

to a white wine in order to achieve the desired colour. Another option was to use grapes with 

a ‘red to a light black skin’ and to allow the fermentation ‘to take place on the skins for a set 

period’ (Opperman, 1968:186). According to Opperman, the latter was the better option for 

the preparation of quality rosé wines (Opperman, 1968).  

Currently SAWIS identifies two styles of pink wine production in South Africa; rosé and blanc 

de noir. Rosé is a pink wine which may be made from red grapes or a blend of red and white 

grapes. Blending a red and white wine is thus permitted (SAWIS, 2014). Rosé obtains its 

colour from fermenting on the skins as the ‘alcohol produced during fermentation extracts 

the pigments from the skins’ (Hans & Hughes, 2001:92). According to SAWIS, the cultivars 

most used in 2013 as single cultivar rosé were, in descending order, Pinotage, Shiraz, 

Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Cinsaut, Pinot Noir, Grenache and Cabernet Franc (SAWIS, 

2014).  
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Blanc de noir, French for ‘white of black’, describes ‘a white wine made from dark-skinned 

grapes by pressing them very gently and running the pale juice off the skins as early as 

possible’ resulting in a pink tinged wine (Robinson, 2006:81). In contrast to rosé, red grapes 

are crushed and the juice is drained away slowly. Whatever colour is leached out of the 

skins during the draining process is the colour of the final wine. Unlike rosé, there is thus no 

reaction in the skin during fermentation resulting in a distinctly different style of wine. Blanc 

de noirs have to be certified that they were made in this specific method / style (Hands & 

Hughes, 2001; SAWIS, 2014). 

 

2.1.1 C) Red wine 

This paragraph discusses the general methods for making dry red wines during the 1960s. 

Once crushed, stems were removed and a selected yeast strain added. The fermentation 

took place on the skins, usually in open tanks or vats. During the fermentation period, 

whereby sugars were converted to alcohol, CO2 formed and the gas carried the grape skins 

to the surface, forming a thick cap. For darker, fuller-bodied wines, this ‘floating’ cap was 

punched down (Opperman, 1968). This method is known in France as pigeage and refers to 

the action of punching down the floating cap of grape skins to encourage the extraction of 

tannin and colour. In the process aeration was also allowed and the cap was prevented from 

drying out (Robinson, 1999). The fermentation process generated a considerable amount of 

heat which needed to be monitored. Temperatures that were too high could harm or kill the 

yeast cells and have a negative effect on the wine quality. For this reason cooling of the 

must was done by using internal coolers of stainless steel which resembled the cooling coils 

used on the old brandy still farms. Cold water was then pumped through these coils which 

were submerged in the must. Alternately the must was pumped through special coolers. For 

lighter-bodied red wines, the amount of time on the skins was limited (Opperman, 1968).   

Once the sugars had dropped to 4 Balling, the young wine was racked off the skins and 

pumped into vats or other closed containers where the wine was then left to ferment dry. The 

skins were pressed, and the press juice was either added to the racked wine or not, 

depending on the style of wine desired. For quality red wines, the wine was matured in big 

oak vats which were regularly topped up (Opperman, 1968). It was noted by winemakers 

interviewed that Cinsaut has a tendency to show some reductive sulphur compounds when 

young. This could be overcome through pumping over the wine with controlled aeration 

(Coetzee, 2013; Le Riche, 2013). 

The use of small oak barrel ageing within South Africa gained prominence during the late 

1970s and became widely used for commercial wines during the middle 1980s (Robinson, 
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1999). The winemakers interviewed mentioned that, for specifically Cinsaut, larger and older 

barrels were predominantly used. These larger vats were referred to in Afrikaans as 

stukvate, a term widely used in the current industry as well. Stukvate usually range in size 

from 4 000, 4 500 or 5 000 litres in volume. These larger stukvate do not impart much oak 

character and allow the wine to develop and show a fresh, fruit character (Coetzee, 2013; Le 

Riche, 2013).  

In order to provide greater insight into Cinsaut winemaking during the 1970s and 1980s, two 

wines have been selected as case studies. The information was garnered by either the 

winemaker or close contact of the time and is based on their recollections. Jan Boland 

Coetzee, cellar master at Vriesenhof Vineyards, provided the details for the KWV Cinsaut 

1974, and Etienne le Riche, owner and cellar master of Le Riche Wines, for the Rustenberg 

Dry Red 1986. 

 

KWV Cinsaut 1974: 

Grapes for the 1974 KWV Cinsaut would most likely have been sourced from the Swartland 

region and the Bredell and Vergenoegd Farms in Firgrove (Helderberg, Stellenbosch). 

Usually these vines were larger bush vines. Christo Koch, wine coordinator at Swartland 

Winery, confirmed that a portion of the 1974 KWV Cinsaut was made at the Swartland 

Winery (then Swartland Co-operative) and then bottled at the KWV cellars in Paarl (Koch, 

2014). During this period, Cinsaut was grown and produced for the KWV for use in both dry 

wines and Ports. Many of the Cinsaut grapes were harvested especially for the KWV Cinsaut 

which was a popular wine at the time.  

The 1974 vintage, according to Jan Boland Coetzee, was an excellent one characterised by 

warmer average temperatures especially during February. The approximated average day 

temperature being 30 Celsius and evening temperature being 19.8 Celsius. Minimal rain 

fell during the season, unlike 1976 and 1977, which were very wet years. 

The KWV used to provide the cellars / winemakers with a distinct recipe of how to make the 

wines. Grapes were handpicked from bush vines, destemmed, crushed (sometimes 

alongside Cabernet Sauvignon) and then pumped to open cement fermenters.  A little SO2 

would have been used and acid could be added. Yeast, which would have been provided by 

the KWV and prepared according to their specifications, was added and the fermentation 

started. Regular manual punch-downs and some pumpovers would have taken place. After 

fermentation the wine was transferred to waxed, concrete tanks or large stukvate of 4 000 or 

5 000 litres for maturation. The KWV Cinsaut would have been aged in stukvate and was 
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usually released two years after the vintage (Coetzee, 2013). Coetzee (2013) is of the 

opinion that Cinsaut played a definite role in the ageing of these 1970’s wines. 

 

Rustenberg Dry Red 1986: 

According to Etienne le Riche, Rustenberg winemaker at the time, the Dry Red was 

considered to be an elegant, medium-bodied wine made for earlier consumption. During the 

1960s the blend consisted of 50% Cinsaut and 50% Cabernet Sauvignon. From the 1970s 

onwards the blend percentages changed to one third Cinsaut and two thirds Cabernet 

Sauvignon. This was also the case for the Dry Red 1986. 

Cinsaut grapes were sourced from the Rustenberg Estate farm in Stellenbosch. The grapes 

were harvested from bush vines 30 years and older, of which the shoots were trained onto 

wires to lift the foliage. Although a mid-season ripening variety, the Cinsaut grapes were left 

to hang on the vine in order to harvest alongside the Cabernet Sauvignon. The Cinsaut 

grapes were hand harvested at 22-23 Balling, and the Cabernet Sauvignon at 21-22 

Balling. No bunch or berry sorting took place. 

The Cinsaut and Cabernet Sauvignon grapes arrived at the cellar simultaneously. For every 

two cases of Cabernet Sauvignon, one case of Cinsaut was crushed. Bunches were 

destemmed, crushed and then transferred to cement tanks. Wild yeasts started the ferment 

(co-fermentation of Cinsaut and Cabernet Sauvignon) which, on average, lasted for four 

days. During fermentation cooled water was circulated through copper coils for temperature 

control and manual punch-downs were done four or five times per day and once at night. 

Once 10 Balling was reached, the mash was transferred to a pneumatic press, and then to 

lined concrete tanks for malolactic fermentation. After about two months the wine was 

transferred to 4 500 litre stukvate for maturation. The wine was aged for one to two years. 

During this period the wine would have been pumped over about two times and a sterile 

sheet filtration would have taken place prior to bottling (Le Riche, 2013). Contrary to Jan 

Boland Coetzee, Etienne le Riche (2013) is of the opinion that it was not necessarily 

Cinsaut, but rather the Cabernet Sauvignon portion and the general fact that grapes were 

harvested at higher acidity levels which encouraged the maturation of these wines.  
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2.1.2 Sweet red wines 

In 1968 it was documented that exceptional quality wines were produced annually in the 

coastal areas by using grape varieties such as Cabernet Sauvignon, Shiraz, Pinotage and 

Hermitage (Opperman, 1968). Not only were Hermitage, as well as Shiraz and Pontac, used 

to produce dry red table wines, but also sweet red wines. Orffer mentions that, in certain 

regions where good colour and sugar levels can be obtained, Cinsaut has the ability to make 

excellent jerepigo and port-styled sweet wines with great maturation potential (Orffer, 1979).  

In order to produce these sweet reds, grapes were allowed to mature to full ripeness. Some 

berries were left to hang, then shrunk and became raisined, the result being very high grape 

sugar concentrations. These grapes were then used to make sweet red wines (Opperman, 

1968). Producing these sweet reds entailed fermenting the juice on the skins until the sugar 

had dropped to about 12%, or to the sugar level required for the style of wine desired. 

Pressing of the skins would have followed, and in most cases the press juice would have 

been added to the free-run juice portion. The resulting wine would then be fortified to the 

desired alcohol level by using a good wine brandy of 70% volume. After fortification these 

sweet red wines would be matured for a few years in preferably wooden vats (Opperman, 

1968).  

 

2.1.3 Port 

Although Cinsaut is not a classical Port variety, it appears to have been used from time to 

time for Port wines in South Africa. Orffer notes that outstanding port wines can be made 

from 100% Cinsaut (Orffer, 1979). From a range of possible varieties suited to Port the 

following received mention in the book Spirit of the Vine: ‘Tintas das Barroccas, Hermitage, 

Souzao and Tinta Roriz’ (Opperman, 1968:190). Jan Boland Coetzee recalls that in those 

days some of the Cinsaut was vinified for Port along with Souzao. The Souzao added some 

body and a richer, deeper colour to the Cinsaut (Coetzee, 2013; Howard, 2014). Other 

varieties used to blend Cinsaut for Port wines, included Tinta Barocca, Alicante Bouchet, 

Pinotage and other Port varieties (Platter, 1985). The following estates (Table 1 below) were 

listed in 1985 as producers of Port wines containing Cinsaut as a varietal or used in a blend: 
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Table 1 Port wines with Cinsaut, John Platter 1985 

PRODUCER BLEND 

Delheim 100% Cinsaut 

Franschhoek Co-operative Tinta Barocca and Cinsaut 

Kango Co-operative Cinsaut, Pinotage, Alicante Bouchet, Tinta Barocca  

Landskroon Tinta Barocca, Cinsaut, Alicante Bouchet 

Malamed’s Wines (Gilbey’s) Tinta Barocca, Cinsaut 

Muratie Cinsaut and Port varieties 

Santy’s Port Wines (Gilbey’s) Tinta Barocca / Cinsaut 

Wellington Wynboere Co-operative 100% Cinsaut 

Source: (Platter, 1985) 

 

2.1.4 Brandy 

The first distillation of brandy in South Africa is recorded to have started in 1672, 20 years 

after the arrival of Jan van Riebeeck and the first Dutch traders. It is speculated that this 

distillation was carried out on the ship, Pijl, by the assistant cook. A very rudimentary method 

of double distillation was used and, in turn, a very crude brandy produced. The arrival of the 

first settlers and thereafter the Frenchman, René Santhagens in 1887, brought a greater 

demand for, and knowledge of, producing good brandies (Hands & Hughes, 1997).  

Gordon Bagnall (1961:87) states that, ‘some of the very first vines introduced into the Cape 

was the Green Grape; and both this variety and the White French have proved admirable 

since the 17th Century for producing brandy of the Cognac type, though with its own 

characteristics. The flourishing black grape, Hermitage, has also been used traditionally for 

this purpose’. He further mentions that, due to its tendency toward very high yields, the best 

areas for Hermitage vineyards, specifically for the production of distilling wines, were 

Robertson, Montagu and Worcester. The traditional grape varieties used for Cognac are St. 

Emilion (Ugni Blanc), Colombard and Folle Blanche (MacNeil, 2001). In South Africa, with its 

very different climate to the Cognac region in France, other varieties such as Palomino, 

Chenin Blanc and Hermitage were traditionally used. Although unusual to use a red grape 

variety for brandy, Hermitage was readily available, produced large volumes and was 

believed to give fuller-bodied brandies with more flavour (Brink, 1973; Bayly, 2013).  

The juice of Cinsaut is naturally white, and when removed from the skins early, can produce 

the desired brandy base wine with low acidity and tannin. This could be achieved by 

harvesting the Cinsaut grapes slightly earlier at sugar levels of 19 or 20 Balling (Archer, 
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2014). Originally a lot of the base wine for brandy was made from Cinsaut as not enough 

Chenin Blanc was available. In time however, this changed as plantings of other varieties, 

such as Chenin Blanc and Colombard, better suited to brandy base wines, increased. It is 

thus highly unlikely that Cinsaut would be used for brandy base wines in future (Howard, 

2014). SAWIS statistics support this viewpoint by documenting that in 1974, the total area 

under vine covered by Cinsaut and Chenin Blanc was respectively 15.5% and 25%. This 

figure changed drastically, especially regarding Cinsaut, as in 2010 Cinsaut covered only 

2.03% of total vine area whilst Chenin Blanc covered 18.33% (SAWIS, 2014). 

 

Chapter 3: Icon wines of the time 

Professor Perold advised that good quality Cinsaut should be blended with Cabernet 

Sauvignon (Perold, 1927). Cinsaut was traditionally ideally used as a blending partner in 

South Africa. Varieties such as Cabernet Sauvignon and Shiraz were scarce and mostly 

destined for varietal wines. Cinsaut was readily available and able to add a fruity character 

and softness to a blend. The slight ‘sweetness’ of Cinsaut was used to soften out the 

harsher, tannic and more austere wines (Howard, 2014). Furthermore, the variety is known 

to add perfume, suppleness and immediate fruit to blends (Robinson, 2006). Cinsaut is a 

variety which does not naturally reach very high sugar levels and consequently the alcohol 

level of Cinsaut is often lower. It can thus be blended with a variety such as Cabernet 

Sauvignon to balance out the final alcohol in the wines (Bayly, 2013). 

The role of the Cinsaut grape during the 1900s is apparent in many icon wines of the time. 

As an example, the Uitkyk Carlonet consisted of ¾ Cabernet Sauvignon and ¼  Hermitage 

(Cinsaut). The Hermitage aided earlier accessibility of the wine. Another example was the 

red wines of Reg Nicholson, winemaker at Schoongezicht and Rustenberg during the 1950s 

and 1960s, who blended ‘Kaaberny and Hermityk’ (Biermann, 1971:109). Alto Rouge, 

Chateau Libertas and Tassenberg are but a few names synonymous with the history of 

South African wine. In this chapter some background on each of the wines will be provided, 

with specific focus on Cinsaut in the blends.  
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3.1 Alto Rouge 

In 1919, Hennie Malan decided to purchase the property named Groenrivier, which would 

later become known as Alto. The focus fell on the production of exclusively red wines and 

the grape varieties planted were Cabernet Sauvignon, Shiraz, Pinot Noir, Gamay and 

Cinsaut (Knox, 1976). As most Cabernets of the time needed ‘at least four years’ maturation 

before it was ready for drinking’ Mr Malan decided to blend Cabernet with ‘wines that 

matured earlier, such as Cinsaut and Shiraz, to get a smooth round wine that was fit for the 

table after two years’ maturation’ (Knox, 1976:79). This was the start of the Alto Rouge, a 

wine which was awarded the best dry red wine in the Burgundy-type class at the Cape Wine 

Show for six consecutive years; 1924-1929 (Knox, 1976).  

In 1924 his son, Manie Malan, took over the management of the business and decided to 

improve the quality of the wines. Two measures were followed. Firstly, a water cooling unit 

was purchased in order to cool the must, and secondly, the red grape varieties Cabernet 

Sauvignon, Shiraz and Pinot Noir were planted on an experimental basis. After some 

experimentation, Manie Malan came to the conclusion that the best quality wine was 

obtained by co-fermenting the varieties. His ideal was ‘three parts Cinsaut and one part each 

of Cabernet and Shiraz’ (Biermann, 1971:101). The Cinsaut and Shiraz added smoothness 

to the Cabernet Sauvignon and the result was a dry red wine that could be drunk only a few 

years after maturation. All three varieties were pruned in order to control the yields and to 

obtain full ripeness. Wild yeasts started the ferments of each variety and strict control of the 

fermentation temperature took place. Maturation of the Alto Rouge wines took place in larger 

casks, more or less 1 000 gallons in volume (3785 litre), in a cool cellar. The wines were 

aged in these oak casks for three years; a lengthy and slow process. Once maturation was 

completed the wine was bottled offsite by a local merchant, and released after three months 

in the bottle (De Bosdari, 1966). Alto Rouge was first released on the export market, and 

later in South Africa in 1933. It was deemed to be an immediate success (Kench, et al., 

1983). 

Piet du Toit took over the winemaking and management responsibilities from Manie Malan in 

1959. He worked closely with the viticulture and oenology department of Stellenbosch 

University regarding the ideal varietals for Alto. It was found that ‘60 percent of the vines 

were Cinsaut and the rest evenly divided between Cabernet Sauvignon and Shiraz’ and the 

conclusion reached was that ‘this was almost the perfect combination for a blended wine 

such as Alto Rouge’ (Knox, 1976:80). 
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3.2 Chateau Libertas 

Chateau Libertas was founded by Dr Charles William Winshaw. Born in Kentucky, USA, in 

1871, he ran away from home at the young age of 12. After many adventures he qualified in 

medicine at Tulane University in New Orleans and eventually made his way to Stellenbosch, 

South Africa. This came about after he decided to board a ship carrying mules to the British 

fighting in the Anglo Boer War (Augustyn, 2012) 

After settling down in South Africa, and practising medicine for a few years, he turned his 

attention to experimenting with winemaking in his kitchen. His efforts paid off as customers 

increased, but the business collapsed in 1921 due to an oversupply of wine in the depressed 

market after the First World War. This, however, was a minor setback and in 1925 Dr 

Winshaw purchased the Stellenbosch farm, Oude Libertas, and established Stellenbosch 

Farmers’ Winery (SFW). In the following years SFW grew and assisted in establishing many 

South African wines that would become household names; Chateau Libertas being one of 

these (Chateau Libertas, s.d.).  

Dr Winshaw, from a medical perspective, believed that wine was good for overall health and 

aided digestion. He also wanted to introduce the more European lifestyle of enjoying wine 

with food, and establishing wine as a way of life. During the time of the World Wars, the 

South African wine industry was mostly focused on sweet and fortified wines. Dr Winshaw 

saw the gap in the market for introducing a well-priced, accessible, lightly oaked red blend 

(Augustyn, 2012). Since 1932, Chateau Libertas has been produced every year. Although 

the major grape in Chateau Libertas remained Cabernet Sauvignon, Cinsaut formed a large 

percentage of the blend until the turn of the century. Cinsaut backed the Cabernet 

Sauvignon, added freshness and fruit and was able to stretch the volumes, as varieties such 

as Cabernet Sauvignon and Shiraz were scarce. Traditionally the Cinsaut portion for the 

blend was aged in larger stukvate which did not impart much oak character but allowed for 

gradual and controlled oxidation. No ‘recipe’ has ever existed for Chateau Libertas, but the 

aim has remained to produce a wine which is well-balanced and approachable with fruit / 

oak balance and structure to age (Bayly, 2013; Grobler, 2012; Howard, 2014). The John 

Platter guide of 1985 described Chateau Libertas as a ‘famed name in Cape reds. A 

medium-bodied dry blend of Cabernet, Cinsaut and Pinotage’ (Platter, 1985:30).  

Today, due to a large amount of Cinsaut vines having been uprooted, Chateau Libertas no 

longer includes Cinsaut in the blend, but more modern varieties such as Shiraz, Merlot, 

Ruby Cabernet and Petit Verdot are blended with Cabernet Sauvignon (Augustyn, 2012, 

Howard, 2014). 
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3.3 Tassenberg 

In 1985 the John Platter Guide provided an indication of the perception of the Tassenberg 

brand during the 1980s:  

‘Dry red vin ordinaire with a tremendous following. A no-nonsense, easily swigged down 

blend that did much to change the tastes of the public from sweet to drier wines. It ages 

remarkably well. Now back in its own original bottle. Medium to light-bodied. Formerly 

Pinotage-Cinsaut blend, now a blend of Cinsaut (90-95%) touched up with some Cabernet. 

Now SA’s biggest-selling red’ (Platter, 1985:116). 

Tassenberg was first produced in 1936 and has become known as a value for money dry red 

blend. Instead of concentrating on certain varietal characteristics, region or vintage, the 

focus falls on producing an easy-drinking wine with softer tannins and -acidity and very little 

to no wood character. Originally Tassenberg was almost 100% Cinsaut (Bayly, 2013; 

Tassenberg: Known by all, praised by few, 2007). 

The ‘Tas’ in Tassenberg refers to Adam Tas, who arrived in the Cape in 1697 and led the 

resistance against the Governor Willem Adriaan van der Stel. Tas was captured and 

imprisoned and, upon his release, 13 months later, he renamed his Stellenbosch farm 

Libertas or ‘Freedom’. Many years later, Dr Winshaw purchased this farm and named it 

Oude Libertas. This was the start of quite a few brands, including Oom Tas and Chateau 

Libertas, and their reference to Adam Tas (Tassenberg: Known by all, praised by few, 2007). 

Tassenberg was originally a Cinsaut-based dry red blend which was cheap, low in alcohol 

and found great following amongst the students at the Stellenbosch University (Tassenberg: 

Known by all, praised by few, 2007). Over the years Tassenberg has affectionately become 

known as ‘Tassies’ and the most recent 2014 John Platter Guide describes it as being 

‘cinsaut, cabernet, merlot and an enduring favourite and all-rounder’ (Van Zyl, 2014:449)  
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Chapter 4:  The link to Pinotage 

Pinotage is a uniquely South African red wine grape crossing between Pinot Noir and 

Cinsaut (then known as Hermitage). The variety was developed by Professor Perold in 1925, 

who cross-pollinated Pinot Noir and Cinsaut. After planting the first seedlings in his garden at 

Welgevallen experimental farm, he forgot about them and eventually moved away from the 

property. These original seedlings were rescued and reproduced by Professor C.J. Theron, 

who headed the Department of Viticulture and Viniculture at the University of Stellenbosch 

during the 1940s and 1950s. The first plantings took place on the farms Muratie in the 1930s 

and Myrtle Grove in 1943. The Pinotage name appeared on the label for the first time in 

1961 under the Lanzerac Pinotage 1959 label (Goussard, 2008; Hands & Hughes, 1997; 

Robinson, et al., 2012). 

Of the original aims of developing the Pinotage variety, one was to create a grape which 

combined the quality of Pinot Noir with the productive characteristic of Cinsaut. Tim James 

observed that Perold had most likely hoped that ‘his cross would have the inherent 

greatness of Pinot Noir combined with Cinsaut’s prolific ease and tolerance of hot days’ 

(James, 2013:61). Pinot Noir can be a difficult and fickle grape to grow and is less productive 

than Cinsaut (May, 2009). At the time of the cross-pollination which led to Pinotage, Cinsaut 

was the most popular red wine grape in South Africa. It was a very productive variety, with 

large, oval berries, a relatively thick skin, and a pulp with sweet and juicy flavour. Grape 

farmers preferred using high yielding varieties such as Cinsaut as they were paid by weight 

rather than quality. Cinsaut, unlike Pinot Noir, ensured a large crop and was a reliable 

variety which was easy to grow. Although Professor Perold did not hold Cinsaut in very high 

regard as it ‘produces thin light red wine with little character on account of its extraordinary 

yields’, he could not ignore the fact that these high yields were its main attraction for growers 

(May, 2009:64). The Pinot Noir vines growing at his experimental farm at the time made 

excellent wines and the two varieties, Pinot Noir and Cinsaut, became ideal candidates to 

cross-pollinate (May, 2009). 

Pinotage has, over the years, seen growth and development in terms of plant improvement, 

clonal evaluation, cultivation and specific winemaking techniques. It has gained a reputation 

for producing unique red wines and plantings have increased in recent times (Goussard, 

2008; Pinotage Association, s.d.) 
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Chapter 5:  The decline of Cinsaut 

After being a stalwart grape variety in the South African industry during the early and mid- 

1900s, Cinsaut gradually started to decline in popularity. Orffer notes that in 1960 Cinsaut 

was the most widely planted variety, totalling 27% of all new plantings, and the backbone of 

the South African red wine industry (Orffer, 1979). From the 1960s onward however, there 

was an apparent decrease in the plantings of Hermitage. These plantings were substituted 

with Steen (Chenin Blanc) in order to supply the growing demand for unfortified white wines 

(Biermann, 1971). In 1968 both Cinsaut and Chenin Blanc plantings totalled 22% whereas, 

by 1973, Cinsaut plantings had dropped to 14.1% (James, 2013:43).  

Various opinions exist as to the reasons for this change in popularity. Bennie Howard 

speculates that some changes already started taking place with the establishment in 1973 of 

the Wine of Origin legislation (Howard, 2014). Originally this new legislation emphasised 

single varietal wines rather than the varietal percentages in the blend, and varieties such as 

Cabernet Sauvignon gained in popularity. Cinsaut had always played a larger role in blends 

than varietal wines, and was thus perhaps deemed to be of lesser importance. Furthermore, 

the Wine of Origin legislation required that the name Cinsaut was stated on the label and not 

the colloquial Hermitage. Most of the farmers referred to Cinsaut as Hermitake, and this 

change in name may have had an effect on the popularity of the grape (Howard, 2014). 

Another reason for the decline could have been the fact that Bordeaux varieties, such as 

Merlot, became more popular from the 1980s. Merlot was considered to be a better blending 

component to use with Cabernet Sauvignon. Additionally both the markets for distilling wine 

as well as Ports declined which could also have influenced the demand and eventual decline 

of Cinsaut (Le Riche, 2013). 

After 1994, many changes took place in the South Africa wine industry. The export markets 

started to open up and the focus on quality wine production increased. It became important 

to be competitive in terms of international quality wines. Many Cinsaut vines were uprooted 

and replaced with Pinotage and international varieties such as Shiraz and Merlot. The 

Cinsaut clones available were focused on quantity, rather than quality and the focus began 

to change to other varieties and their respective quality driven clones (Archer, 2014). 
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SECTION 3: 

                            Viticulture 
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Chapter 1:  Origins of Cinsaut 

1.1. Synonyms 

Cinsaut, often spelled Cinsault, is a red grape variety recognised by a range of synonyms 

across the world. It has been been known for centuries in the south of France, specifically in 

the Languedoc region (Robinson, 2006). Table 2 has been derived from a list of principal 

synonyms according to country (Robinson, et al., 2012): 

 

Table 2 Principal synonyms  

Synonym Country / Region 

Black Malvoisie California 

Black Prince Australia 

Blue Imperial Australia 

Cinqsaut or Cinq-saou Languedoc in France 

Cinsault Languedoc in France 

Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia in Africa 

Grecaù or Grecu Masculinu Sardegna in Italy 

Hermitage South Africa 

Marroquin or Marrouquin, Ottavianello Puglia in Italy 

Picardan Noir Var in France 

Piquepoul d’Uzès, Prunelat or Prunellas Gironde in France 

Samsó Catalunya in Spain 

Sinsó Spain 

Sinsón or Sinseur or Uva Spina Riviera di Ponente in Italy 

Source: (Robinson, et al., 2012)       

 

Additionally, Cinsaut can also be mistaken for the following varieties (Robinson, et al., 

2012:246): 

Brun Argenté, Chichaud, Mazuelo (under the name Carignan), Oeillade Noire (Languedoc 

and Algeria), Piquepoul Noir, Plant Droit (Vaucluse), Prunelard (Gironde, where Cinsaut is 

called Prunelat). 
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1.2. Cinsaut Blanc 

In South Africa, Cinsaut noir has mutated to become Cinsaut Blanc, also known as 

Albatross. The word ‘alba’ refers to white, and ‘tross’ to the local Afrikaans word for bunch. 

This white mutation is viticulturally almost identical to its black counterpart, except for the 

colour. De Jongh notes that ‘at the end of 1973 there were 740 518 vines of this sub-variety’ 

in South Africa’s vineyards (De Jongh, 1976:33).  Not much of Cinsaut Blanc is cultivated 

and very little of it is to be found (Hughes, 2004). According to SAWIS, Cinsaut Blanc is 

recognised as a white grape variety in South Africa (Floris, 2014). 

 

1.3. Historical Hermitage  

In the past, Cinsaut was generally referred to as Hermitage within the South African industry. 

Hermitage was locally pronounced Hermitake. This name was most likely derived from the 

believed origins of Cinsaut from vineyards around the town of Tain-l’Hermitage in the Rhône 

Valley of France (Kench, et al., 1983). This seems ironic as there is no Cinsaut grown in the 

northern Rhône. Only after Professor Perold identified Hermitage and Cinsaut as the same 

variety, did the industry start making use of the name Cinsaut. In his Treatise on viticulture 

Perold states that ‘by means of comparative tests I was the first to prove the identity of the 

Cape Hermitage with the Cinsaut of the South of France’ (Perold, 1927:275). This was 

further enforced by the ‘so-called “Crayfish Agreement”, made with France in 1935, (where) 

the local wine makers agreed to refrain from using the French place-names such as 

Hermitage on their labels’ (Kench, et al., 1983; Robinson, 1999). Upon the enforcement of 

the Wine of Origin legislation in 1973, the varietal name Cinsaut, started to be used on labels 

(Kench, et al., 1983:104).  
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Chapter 2: Rootstocks and clonal material 

2.1. Cinsaut rootstocks 

Rootstock refers to the root system beneath the soil to which a scion (fruiting variety) is 

grafted. Most vineyards in the world are grafted onto a selection of rootstocks which have 

been propagated to be tolerant of certain vineyard pests, diseases and soil conditions 

(MacNeil, 2001). The use of rootstocks came about in order to combat the phylloxera root 

louse which devastated the European Vitis vinifera vines during the 1880s. It was discovered 

that, by grafting the vinifera vines onto American rootstock, the phylloxera epidemic could be 

overcome. Three native American vine species form the foundation of rootstocks today: Vitis 

riparia, Vitis rupestris and Vitis berlandieri. Characteristics of rootstocks include their 

phylloxera resistance, nematode resistance, lime-, drought- and soil tolerance as well as 

vine vigour and yield (Robinson, 2006). It is important to select the correct rootstock to be 

grafted to a specific vine varietal considering the soil conditions involved.  

Viticultural consultant, Professor Eben Archer, confirms the significance of selecting the 

correct rootstock / soil condition combination. In terms of Cinsaut in South Africa, he 

recommends the use of Richter 99, Richter 110, Paulsen 1103 and Ruggeri 140 (Archer, 

2014). The right hand column of Figure 1 confirms the characteristics of these rootstocks as 

well as the fact that they are all crosses of Berlandieri and Rupestris vine species: 
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Figure 1: Rootstock characteristics 

Source: (Visser, C., 2014) 

 

According to Professor Archer’s recommendations in Figure 1, it is clear that Cinsaut 

performs well on rootstocks with excellent drought resistance which would perform well in 

warmer, Mediterranean climates. They are rootstocks suited to stony and dry soils with 

excellent resistance to limestone. Less fertile soils would be ideal to curb the high vigour 

characteristic to these rootstocks. Rootstocks R 99 and R 110 are predominantly used by 

the viticulturists and winemakers interviewed. 

 

2.2 Cinsaut Clones 

A clone, in the viticultural context, refers to a population of vines which all originate from one 

single ‘mother vine’ (Robinson, 1999). Grapevines are propagated by taking cuttings from a 

superior vine and the descendants of this ‘mother vine’ will share the same characteristics. 

The superior vine will be selected according to criteria including its individual crop size and 

quality, its resistance to diseases, drought and wet conditions, whether it flowers early or 

late, time of ripening and general tolerance of other growing conditions. This vine is then 

vegetatively reproduced and the resulting new plants are called clones and given a name 
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and / or number (Turner & Roycroft, 1979). A range of clones of each variety exist, each with 

unique characteristics to be taken into account (Robinson, 2006).  

Plant improvement is of utmost importance in South Africa and plant material, both locally 

developed clones / cultivars as well as imported, is subjected to very strict control 

regulations before being made available to the industry (Goussard, 2008). Table 3 lists the 

various clones of Cinsaut, as documented from 1972, available to the South African industry. 

Charles Visser, chief viticulturist at Vititec, explains that all five clones, HE 240 C, HE 247 A / 

B, HE 756 A and HE 835 A, originated through local plant selection from existing older 

vineyard blocks during the 1970’s (Visser, C., 2014). Clones HE 247 A / B are characterised 

by above average production and vigour. Historically volume was of far greater immediate 

importance than quality. Both Professor Archer and Duimpie Bayly confirmed that, during the 

1960s / 1970s, not much information was available regarding clonal material and vines were 

chosen according to visual selection from those vines which gave the higher volumes. Unlike 

the current industry where viticultural information is readily available, historically, planting 

material was improved by selecting and using only the oldest and best vines. In this way 

vines became of better quality, drought- and disease resistant. Back then, South Africa was 

being politically and economically boycotted and international plant material was unavailable. 

The local industry had to ‘clean’ its own plant material and this was achieved via mass 

selection (Archer, 2014; Bayly, 2013). 

 In general, the available Cinsaut clones have average productions and vigour, are well-

balanced and produce good colour with fruity flavours, especially if the crop is limited 

(Goussard, 2008). 
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Table 3 Cinsaut clones available in South Africa 

CULTIVAR ORIGIN JR 
2 BUD 

SCIONS       
              WINE 
DATA   

GENERAL 
INFORMATION 

AND OF SEL X 1000    VITICULTURE  QUA   L LOCAL 

CLONE SOURCE PLANT IMP 2013 2017 DATA LITY REMARKS F FOREIGN 

CINSAUT                   

HE  240 C VITITEC/BOSMAN 1972 298 69 

 
AVERAGE 
PRODUCTION AND 
VIGOR P2 BERRY L 

GOOD, BALANCED 
CLONE 

                    

HE  247 A VITITEC/BOSMAN 1972 0 0 

 
ABOVE AVERAGE 
PRODUCTION AND 
VIGOR P2 FRUITY L 

GOOD, BALANCED 
CLONE 

HE  247 B     156 301     GOOD COLOUR     

HE  756 A VITITEC/MARAIS 1973 0 0 

 
AVERAGE 
PRODUCTION AND 
VIGOR P3 FRUITY / GRASS L 

GOOD, BALANCED 
CLONE 

              GOOD COLOR   

LIMIT 
PRODUCTION  
FOR RED WINE 

            K3 ELSENBURG     

HE  835 A VITITEC/MARAIS 1979 67 84 

 
AVERAGE 
PRODUCTION AND 
VIGOR P2 FRUITY     

                    

 

      

 

 

Source: (Visser, C., 2014) 

WINEDATA 
  

  

SAJWS - SA YOUNG WINE SHOW   

SJWS - REGIONAL YOUNG WINE SHOW 

K -  COMMERCIAL 
 

  

P -  EXPERIMENTAL 
 

  

3 -  EXCELLENT 
 

  

2 -  GOOD     

ABBREVIATIONS   

 JR - YEAR 

SEL - SELECTED 

IMP -  IMPORTED 
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An additional Cinsaut clone, HE 92, was imported in 2007 and became available to the 

industry in 2011. HE 92 was selected due to a larger demand for a Cinsaut clone with lower 

yield potential and higher quality characteristics (Visser, C., 2014). Table 4 documents the 

clonal characteristics of HE 92 and has been adapted from ENTAV import data accessed 

through Vititec and provided by Charles Visser (Visser, C., 2014). 

 

Table 4 Cinsaut Clone HE 92 

Clonal Characteristics 

Vigour Average 

Bunch Weight Medium 

Production Below average 

Sugar Above average 

Wine Typical of the cultivar 

General Lower production 

Imported 2007 

Available 2011 

Source: (Visser, C., 2014) 
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Chapter 3:   Ampelography of Cinsaut 

3.1 Identifying the variety 

Distinguishing characteristics of Cinsaut include large, oval berries, thin shoots which tend to 

fall open, light green leaves and a potential for producing very large yields (Orffer, 1979). 

The following headings discuss the varietal characteristics in more detail: 

 

3.1.1 SHOOTS 

Cinsaut shoots are thin, ribbed, clear green in colour with large tendrils. The shoot tips are 

felty, yellowish-white with a light crimson sheen (Goussard, 2008; Galet 1979).  

 

3.1.2 LEAVES 

Cinsaut leaves are medium in size, round and five-lobed. The teeth of the leaves are 

moderate, sharp and long in shape. Cinsaut leaf colour is light to medium green and leaves 

are slightly blistered and webby underneath the surface. The petiole sinus is open and 

shaped like a lyre, whilst the lateral sinuses are identified as deep with the front in the shape 

of a pointed torpedo. In colour, the petiole is green (Goussard 2008). Figure 2 B illustrates 

the shape of the leaf. 

 

3.1.3 BUNCHES 

As illustrated in Figure 2 A, Cinsaut bunches are large and pyramidical in shape, moderately 

compact and well shouldered (Goussard, 2008; WineLand, 2012).  
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Figure 2 A: Cinsaut Bunch Clone HE 92  Figure 2 B:   Cinsaut Leaf 

                                            

Source: (Visser, C., 2014)                                              Source: (Goussard, 2008) 

 

3.1.4 BERRIES 

Cinsaut berries are large, long-oval in shape and covered by a bluish bloom. Under optimal 

growing conditions the berry colour is dark blue but this can change to blue-black under less 

optimal conditions. The berries have a thick, tough skin and juicy, fleshy pulp (Goussard, 

2008; Galet, 1979). The shape, size and colour of the berry are shown in Figure 2 A.  

 

3.1.5 RIPENING 

Budburst for Cinsaut takes place from mid to the second half of September and flowering 

from middle November (Goussard, 2008). Cinsaut is classified as a mid-season ripening 

cultivar which should be harvested between 22-24 Balling for the purpose of making a 

quality wine. At optimal ripening the ideal acidity levels should fall between 5-7 g/l (Burger & 

Deist, 1981). 

 

3.1.6 YIELD 

Cinsaut is a variety which, if not treated correctly viticulturally, is prone to overproduction and 

very high yields which, in turn, lowers quality (Archer, 2014). Due to this high yield potential it 

is important to avoid over-irrigation and overproduction (Goussard, 2008).  
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Chapter 4: Cultivation and viticultural management 

4.1 Ideal Cinsaut terroir 

Terroir is a French term used to describe the total natural environment of any specific 

viticultural site (Robinson, 2006). A wine may therefore possess a ‘sense of place’ and 

express flavour characteristics influenced by the properties of the specific vineyard / region it 

comes from (Goode, 2005). Factors involved when discussing terroir include a vineyard’s 

soil type, orientation to the sun, slope, elevation as well as climatic factors such as wind 

dynamics, rainfall, the presence of fog, hours of daily sunshine and the average high- and 

low temperatures (MacNeil, 2001).   

Soil, local topography and macro-, meso- and microclimate are major components of terroir. 

South African soils are diverse and can vary dramatically (Robinson, 1999). Key factors 

when selecting the optimal soil to plant on include drainage, soil colour, water retention 

ability, depth and the specific chemical properties (Hands & Hughes, 1997). Professor 

Archer stresses the importance of correct chemical and physical soil preparation, selecting 

the correct rootstock for the specific soil and using the correct planting techniques. He 

further points out that Cinsaut is adaptable to a wide range of different soil types but that it 

should not be allowed to grow too vigorously. It performs well on deep, apedal soils (Archer, 

2014). Apedal soils, such as Hutton and Clovelly, are classified as soils which have a poor 

structure (Burger & Deist, 1981; SASSA, s.d.). Well-drained soils and specifically 

decomposed granite and shale soils were listed by winemakers as key factors for Cinsaut 

along with keeping irrigation to a minimum (Versfeld, 2014; Visser, K., 2014). Viticulturist 

Rosa Kruger is of the opinion that Cinsaut can grow on a range of soils, each soil type giving 

a unique characteristic to the resulting wine. She warns against planting on heavy clay- and 

slate soils due to bad drainage and potentially too much vine stress. Some good wines have 

come from vineyards situated in river sand (Worcester region) as well as on certain slate 

soils such as Kasteelberg in the Swartland. Kruger additionally comments that Cinsaut has a 

strong identity no matter which soil type it is planted on (Kruger, 2014).  

Along with the soil, climatic conditions need to be taken into account in order to curb very 

large yields which can be characteristic of Cinsaut. The variety should be treated 

viticulturally with care in order to maintain the fresh, fruity character of the berries and 

resulting wines (Archer, 2014). Jancis Robinson describes Cinsaut as a variety which copes 

very well with drought and heat (Robinson, et al., 2012). This said, too much direct sunlight 

should be avoided and vines should ideally be planted on cooler slopes. Traditionally 

Cinsaut was sourced from dryland / unirrigated bushvines from Swartland, Paarl, 

Stellenbosch, Paardeberg, Bottelary and Wellington. With climate change being a reality also 
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in South Africa, irrigation will have to be used carefully and effectively, especially in the drier, 

hotter regions, to ensure optimal quality of the fruit (Archer, 2014; Bayly, 2013). If Cinsaut is 

irrigated, great attention should be given to restrict the high yields as the resultant wines 

tend to be very light in colour and more suited to distilling wine. The cooler slopes deliver 

more delicate, darker red wines and rosés (Goussard, 2008; WineLand, 2012).     

Rosa Kruger advises that Cinsaut is a variety that needs heat and dryness. Due to its thin 

skin and tendency to rot, Cinsaut does not perform well in wetter areas or high humidity and 

should not be planted in regions such as Constantia and Elgin. She comments that larger 

berries such as Cinsaut grapes are far better suited to the hot climates, for example in the 

Swartland, than the smaller Cabernet Sauvignon-sized berries are. Furthermore, Cinsaut 

performs far better in warmer, drier climates than do the classic Bordeaux varieties such as 

Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc (Kruger, 2014). 

 

4.2 Vineyard practices:  

4.2.1 Trellis systems and yields  

Historically Cinsaut was planted widely across South Africa. Of these vines, almost all were 

grown as bush vine. Bush vines, also known as gobelet trained vines, are trained to a short 

trunk and are free standing. Such vines are pruned to a few spurs, and usually arranged in a 

ring around the trunk (Robinson, 1999). Professor Perold noted in his journal that, due to the 

high yields of Cinsaut, it is THE red grape in South Africa. In areas such as Constantia and 

Stellenbosch the variety is grown on hillier slopes and gives a lower yield, producing a good, 

light dry red wine. On more fertile soils good yields of an average quality are obtained. The 

very fertile soils produce very large yields, but the resultant wines are of lesser quality. 

Perold advises against planting on very fertile soils as it is not ideal for Cinsaut (Kenney, 

1981). 

 From the 1910s – 1950s, the South African industry was production driven and the 

viticultural practices employed were focused on producing high yields. Although historically 

some of the vines could have been trellised to maximise yields, the current Cinsaut plantings 

are almost all bush vines – Rosa Kruger states that she has yet to find a trellised Cinsaut 

vine (Archer, 2014; Kruger, 2014). Many of the current Cinsaut vines are older, bush vines 

ranging from 20 to over 100 years of age, one documented vineyard being 113 years old. 

Cinsaut accounts for approximately 200 hectares of the Cape’s 3500 hectares of vineyards 

older than 35 years (Lloyd, 2013; Kruger, 2014). 
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In 1926 Professor Perold made recommendations regarding the planting of Cabernet 

Sauvignon and Cinsaut. He advised that, in the regions of Paarl and Stellenbosch, at least 

one Cabernet Sauvignon vine should be planted for every two Hermitage (Cinsaut) vines, 

and believed that the result would be red table wines of good quality which would be 

marketable both locally and internationally (Kenney, 1981).  

Interestingly, winemaker Jan Boland Coetzee mentions that, during the 1960’s and 1970’s, 

there were many new plantings of Cinsaut in Stellenbosch, specifically at Kanonkop. What 

was often found is that the Cinsaut vines were planted intermingled with other varietals such 

as Alicante Bouschet and Cabernet Franc. For example, at Kanonkop Estate, vines were 

planted 10 vines of Cinsaut, then 2 or 3 vines Alicante Bouschet, then another 10 Cinsaut 

vines, followed by a few Cabernet Franc vines. These intermingled vines, comprising a few 

varieties, were then harvested together and used to make Cinsaut and other red wines. At 

Kanonkop, for each 20 vines of Cinsaut planted, 100 vines of Cabernet were planted 

(Coetzee, 2013).  

It is believed that better quality grapes will be achieved with lower yields, but that even 

cropping around 15 tons per hectare, Cinsaut can produce perfumed wines excellent for 

blending (Kruger, 2014; Mullineux, C., 2014). Professor Archer takes the approach that 

tonnage per hectare is not the ideal measure of quality, but rather yield per effective leaf 

surface area of well-balanced vines. The yield should be in balance with the growth of the 

vine in total. Thus, when the shoot growth ceases naturally and the grapes start to colour 

(veraison), it is the result of too high yield, and therefore bunches need to be dropped (green 

harvest). If the shoots continue to grow throughout the ripening period, it means that there 

are not enough grapes on the vines. Neither of these instances leads to optimal quality of 

the crop. Rather, what is desired is that the shoot growth stops naturally within three weeks 

after the start of veraison. At this point, according to Archer, the perfect balance and quality 

can be achieved, regardless of the tonnage harvested per hectare. This is when maximum 

tonnage can be obtained at optimal quality. Growers need to be economical to survive and it 

is thus paramount to get this balance correct in order to achieve the tonnage / quality 

balance. Growers should focus on perfecting their long term vineyard practices for each 

specific terroir to optimise both yield and quality. If these practices are in order, growers can 

still achieve larger yields for Cinsaut, such as 12-15 tons per hectare, at a good quality and 

price point (Archer, 2014). This said, the general yield potential for Cinsaut has been 

documented as being between 16 to 20 tons per hectare (Goussard, 2008). 

In the vineyard, a great advantage of Cinsaut is that, should one wish to use it for blending 

purposes, one can keep the grower happy and crop at higher tonnage per hectare and still 
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achieve a wine with good aromatics. On the other hand, should a varietal wine be the aim, 

Cinsaut can be cropped aggressively via green harvesting as the resulting wine would need 

more body. In this case tonnage can be limited to seven or eight tons per hectare. This 

versatility of the grape can be used to the advantage of growers, viticulturists and 

winemakers (Kruger, 2014). In the current industry however, as in the past, the major aim 

regarding Cinsaut remains the achievement of higher yields for mass production and 

volume. An indication of the historical viewpoint for Cinsaut is documented in the John 

Platter Guide of 1985, stating that Cinsaut ‘bears too prolifically to produce reasonable reds, 

unless very severely pruned and expertly handled in the cellar’ (Platter, 1985:187). Although 

a few vineyards, mostly older, are viticulturally managed for higher quality, varietal wines, the 

significance of Cinsaut in the current South African industry is far greater to be grown 

viticulturally as wines destined for blending purposes (Kruger, 2014; Mullineux, C., 2014).  

 

4.2.2 Canopy management, diseases / viruses and harvesting 

Cinsaut berries come off easily which makes the variety suited to mechanical harvesting 

should it be required (Goussard, 2008). The shoots are soft and thin with a creeping 

tendency which tend to fall open and expose bunches to direct sunlight; the result being 

sunburn damage (Goussard, 2008; Orffer, 1979). It is a variety that does not like exposure to 

humidity as it tends to be susceptible to developing botrytis and berry cracking and is more 

susceptible to sour rot than Cabernet Sauvignon (Burger & Deist, 1981; Goussard, 2008). 

According to Chris Mullineux, owner of Mullineux Family Wines, it is one of the first varieties 

to show botrytis (Mullineux, C., 2014). Cinsaut does not express virus as much as other 

cultivars and leaf roll is not generally as apparent in Cinsaut as in varieties such as Cabernet 

Sauvignon and Chardonnay (Kruger, 2014). Jancis Robinson supports this statement and 

comments that, in South Africa, ‘leafroll, fanleaf and corky bark viruses affect tens of 

thousands of hectares of vineyards – partly explaining the popularity of hardy, bulk-

producing grape varieties such as Cinsaut and Chenin Blanc’ (Robinson, 2006:645).  

Cinsaut is susceptible to diseases of the wood such as esca and dying arm (eutypia 

dieback) which means that suckering is recommended.  Mildews, both powdery and oïdium, 

tend to plague the variety and pests such as mites and grape moth may be problematic. As 

with other varieties, preventative spraying is recommended to effectively combat vineyard 

pests and diseases (Goussard, 2008; Robinson, et al., 2012).  

Achieving optimal and desired ripeness of grape berries is an important element during the 

vine growing and winemaking process. In very basic terms, ripeness can be defined as the 

point where a grape’s acid content has been sufficiently reduced and the sugar sufficiently 
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increased until both aspects are in balance. Over the years, grape phenolics have become 

increasingly important in identifying ripeness and it is a definition which keeps evolving with 

time and research (Turner & Roycroft, 1979; Robinson, 2006). These ripeness levels can 

further be determined by the style of wine desired. According to interviews conducted, for the 

production of quality wine, Cinsaut is best picked not too ripe between 22 and 23.5 / 24 

Balling with acidity levels ranging between 5 and 6.5 grams per litre. Above 23.5 Balling, 

the acidity in the grape falls away and the risk of overripe, jammy characteristics in the wine 

increases drastically. Especially in the Swartland, sugar levels exceeding 23.5 Balling 

pushes up the pH and can cause volatile acidity in the wines. Cinsaut becomes raisined 

easily and harvesting should be completed before the fruit develops these raisiny characters 

(Goussard, 2008; Kruger, 2014; Visser, K., 2014). 

Cellarmasters Etienne le Riche and Jan ‘Boland’ Coetzee recalled that, during the 1970s 

and 1980s, Cinsaut was often left to hang a bit longer in order to harvest the variety 

alongside Cabernet Sauvignon. It was then harvested between 22 and 23.5/ 24 Balling and 

the Cabernet Sauvignon harvested at a lower 21 to 22.5 Balling. For many winemakers, this 

was merely a practical, rather than Cinsaut quality, driven decision as crushing the Cabernet 

Sauvignon and Cinsaut grapes together made sense in the winery (Coetzee, 2013; Le 

Riche, 2013). 

Rosa Kruger notes that Cinsaut is a variety that does not look very attractive by the end of 

harvest. There can be a lot of raisins and even if treated viticulturally correct, it still looks 

terrible. However, do not be fooled, as a vineyard does not need to be pretty to make good 

wine (Kruger, 2014). 
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Chapter 5: South African growing regions 

Since its arrival in South Africa, Cinsaut has been planted in all areas of the Cape. In 1983 it 

was documented as being one of the most planted red varieties in the Cape with an annual 

crop reaching over 15% of the total cultivated. Due to its versatility, Cinsaut became a very 

popular cultivar with local growers. During the 1980s the most plantings were found in 

Stellenbosch, Worcester and Paarl with as many as 12 million vines in each of these districts 

(Kench, et al., 1983; Orffer, 1979). After a decline in favour over the past decades, the 

regions showing the most new plantings of Cinsaut in 2012 were Breedekloof (61.1 hectare) 

and Robertson (24.08 hectare) with no plantings in the Orange River (SAWIS, 2013). Over 

the past ten years, other areas of vineyard hectare growth included Worcester (271.88 ha), 

Paarl (232.86 ha) and Swartland (64.66 ha) (SAWIS, 2013).  

 

Chapter 6:  South African Statistics 

The South African Wine Industry Information Systems (SAWIS) is the body responsible for 

the collection, processing and distribution of wine industry information. A range of statistics 

are made available which include the age and distribution of vines, grape prices, vineyard 

status including vines planted and uprooted as well as specific varietal information according 

to region. The following statistics for Cinsaut were all obtained or adapted from SAWIS 

information ranging from the years 1981 to 2013. 

 

6.1 Age of Cinsaut vines 

Data for the age distribution of vines in each region was obtained by SAWIS and is 

documented in Figures 3 and 4 (SAWIS, 2013). Figure 3 shows that most of the younger 

vines are found in the Paarl and Breedekloof regions.  Vines between 21 and 40 years are 

also in these regions, whilst vines older than 41 years are most prevalent in Malmesbury, 

Paarl and Stellenbosch. According to Figure 3, the oldest vines, aged 50 years and over, are 

located in Stellenbosch and Paarl.  
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Figure 3 Age of Cinsaut vines 

Source: (SAWIS, 2013) 

 

Figure 4 illustrates the percentage of vines per region within a certain year period. 

Breedekloof has by far the largest percentage of young vines, between 4 and 20 years of 

age, and the least number of old vines. The vine age percentage figure for Stellenbosch is 

quite the opposite with far more older vines, especially older than 50 years, than new 

plantings of young vines. The vine age percentage for Paarl has remained more or less 

constant.  
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Figure 4 Percentage of vine age per region 

Source: (SAWIS, 2013) 

 

New plantings of red variety vines per region since December 2011 are documented in 

Table 5. The data confirms that the Breedekloof region has had the most new Cinsaut vine 

plantings at almost 40 hectares. New vines have also been planted in Robertson (18.75 ha) 

and Paarl (8.55 ha). Stellenbosch, Little Karoo, Orange River and Olifants River have had no 

new Cinsaut vines planted. Overall Cinsaut is ranked in fifth place (in hectares) after 

Cabernet Sauvignon, with total new vines planted at 68.13 hectares.  
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Table  5 Red varieties planted between 01 December 2011 to 30 November 2012  

 

VAR 
CODE 

VARIETY 
ORANGE RIVER 

 
OLIFANTS RIVER 

  

 
MALMESBURY 

  
LITTLE KAROO PAARL 

 
ROBERTSON 

  
Rank 

Hectares 

Vines Hectares Vines Hectares Vines Hectares Vines Hectares Vines Hectares Vines Hectares 

 
035 CABERNET FRANC                           18 

004 CABERNET SAUVIGNON  4 560   2.05  17 697   7.00  45 000   20.16      25 312   7.19  90 814   33.15   4 

049 CARIGNAN                           23 

014 CINSAUT          4 598   0.80      26 400   8.55  57 106   18.75   5 

421 DURIF      5 148   1.93                   17 

424 GRACIANO                  12 662   4.74       14 

042 GRENACHE (GRIS)                  11 330   3.59       19 

011 GRENACHE (RED)          45 514   15.96   125   0.01  21 650   9.28       8 

015 MALBEC                  27 086   10.81       12 

016 MATARO (MOURVEDRE)          16 000   7.20               13 

017 MERLOT      12 193   4.94          25 328   4.04  63 065   16.22   6 

094 MEUNIER                           20 

018 MUSCADEL (RED)              5 100   1.79      10 400   2.89   15 

095 NEBBIOLO               300   0.06           24 

038 PETIT VERDOT      7 333   2.20          6 307   2.04  10 880   3.13   9 

022 PINOT NOIR      4 300   1.07  28 000   10.19  4 750   1.05      7 300   1.61   7 

021 PINOTAGE      112 917   42.22  91 211   39.44  2 000   0.60  151 704   50.98  457 797   144.06   1 

420 ROOBERNET      7 500   2.90          3 800   1.70  3 150   1.23   10 

082 RUBY CABERNET   850   0.46  39 283   16.08      14 230   4.68  6 400   2.01  177 299   68.67   3 

423 SANGIOVESE                           21 

029 SHIRAZ (SYRAH)      28 211   12.17  81 716   30.95  12 333   3.70  140 542   52.27  127 303   38.12   2 

037 SOUZAO                       176   0.03   26 

403 TANNAT                  10 000   4.50       16 

040 TEMPRANILLO          16 000   7.20   300   0.06  11 699   4.38   550   0.08   11 

036 TINTA BAROCCA              2 204   0.83       150   0.02   22 

417 TOURIGA NACIONAL                       550   0.08   25 

  TOTAL RED VARIETIES  5 410   2.51  234 582   90.51  328 039   131.90  41 342   12.78  480 220   166.08 1 006 540   328.04   

 

Source: (SAWIS, 2013) 
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Table  5 Red varieties planted between 01 December 2011 to 30 November 2012 (continued)  

VAR 
CODE 

VARIETY 
STELLENBOSCH WORCESTER BREEDEKLOOF TOTAL % OF RED Rank 

Hectares 
Vines Hectares Vines Hectares Vines Hectares Vines Hectares Vines Ha 

035 CABERNET FRANC  11 950   3.96          11 950   3.96 0.35 0.34   18 

004 CABERNET SAUVIGNON  58 602   22.50  14 755   4.66  44 236   16.91  300 976   113.62 8.79 9.63   4 

049 CARIGNAN  1 141   0.28       500   0.16  1 641   0.44 0.05 0.04   23 

014 CINSAUT      2 468   0.81  119 339   39.22  209 911   68.13 6.13 5.78   5 

421 DURIF          6 200   2.24  11 348   4.17 0.33 0.35   17 

424 GRACIANO              12 662   4.74 0.37 0.40   14 

042 GRENACHE (GRIS)              11 330   3.59 0.33 0.30   19 

011 GRENACHE (RED)  3 250   0.73   100   0.02   500   0.16  71 139   26.16 2.08 2.22   8 

015 MALBEC   262   0.09          27 348   10.90 0.80 0.92   12 

016 MATARO (MOURVEDRE)  5 761   1.51      1 917   0.69  23 678   9.40 0.69 0.80   13 

017 MERLOT  30 235   11.25  27 909   9.50  69 655   21.68  228 385   67.63 6.67 5.73   6 

094 MEUNIER  3 700   1.34          3 700   1.34 0.11 0.11   20 

018 MUSCADEL (RED)              15 500   4.68 0.45 0.40   15 

095 NEBBIOLO   592   0.14           892   0.20 0.03 0.02   24 

038 PETIT VERDOT  12 500   5.08  17 695   5.10  21 329   7.49  76 044   25.04 2.22 2.12   9 

022 PINOT NOIR  23 745   8.22  49 290   12.25      117 385   34.39 3.43 2.92   7 

021 PINOTAGE  33 831   12.95  93 181   30.97  322 210   105.80 1 264 851   427.02 36.93 36.20   1 

420 ROOBERNET  9 025   3.79      41 019   14.26  64 494   23.88 1.88 2.02   10 

082 RUBY CABERNET      26 700   9.43  73 746   25.07  338 508   126.40 9.88 10.72   3 

423 SANGIOVESE          3 140   1.02  3 140   1.02 0.09 0.09   21 

029 SHIRAZ (SYRAH)  23 782   7.90  64 602   24.18  104 281   34.21  582 770   203.50 17.02 17.25   2 

037 SOUZAO               176   0.03 0.01 0.00   26 

403 TANNAT              10 000   4.50 0.29 0.38   16 

040 TEMPRANILLO  5 500   2.08          34 049   13.80 0.99 1.17   11 

036 TINTA BAROCCA              2 354   0.85 0.07 0.07   22 

417 TOURIGA NACIONAL               550   0.08 0.02 0.01   25 

  TOTAL RED VARIETIES  223 876   81.82  296 700   96.92  808 072   268.91 3 424 781  1 179.47   100.00 
  

100.00   

Source: (SAWIS, 2013) 
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6.2 Price of Cinsaut grapes 

Figure 5 provides an indication of the Cinsaut grape pricing per ton from 1995 until 2013. 

The average price over this period was R2 142. Compared to the average prices, for the 

same period, of varieties such as Cabernet Sauvignon and Shiraz respectively R4 100 and 

R4 013, it does not appear to be one of the most profitable grape varieties for the grower. 

For this reason, larger tonnage harvested per hectare still remains prevalent in the South 

African industry (Kruger, 2014). The price for Cinsaut peaked during 2004 at R2 757, but has 

declined again in recent years to R2435 in 2013. 

 

Figure 5  Prices of Cinsaut per year 1995-2013 

Source: (SAWIS, 2013) 

 

6.3 Hectares of Cinsaut 

An indication of the growth or decline in the amount of hectares of Cinsaut per region from 

1981 to 2012 is provided in Figure 6. During the 1980s, Paarl had the most hectares planted 

at 323 hectares followed by Worcester and Stellenbosch. The 1990s saw a large increase in 

hectares present in Paarl (433 hectares), Worcester and Malmesbury whilst the amount 

decreased in Stellenbosch. Overall the most hectares available (1981-2012) were 
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documented during the period 1991-2000. Between 2001 and 2010 there was a decrease in 

overall hectares of Cinsaut except for the Robertson and the Breedekloof regions. Since 

2010, the amount of Cinsaut hectares planted has increased in Breedekloof and decreased 

drastically in Stellenbosch to only 1.51 hectares. Currently Cinsaut comprises about 2% of 

vineyard area in South Africa (SAWIS, 2014).  

 

Figure 6 Cinsaut hectares available 1981-2012 

 

Source: (SAWIS, 2013) 

 

6.4 Cinsaut as a percentage of red grapes  

In 1980 Cinsaut was recognised as the most planted red variety in the Cape’s vineyards. 

This fact was much changed in 1995 as only 4.4% of red variety plantings were Cinsaut 
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1.97% in 2011 (SAWIS, 2014).  
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as it comprised 54.90% of the total hectares of red grapes planted. Of the 16 843.21 

hectares of red grapes planted in 1983, 9 248.01 hectares were Cinsaut (SAWIS, 2013). 

 

Figure 7 Cinsaut as a percentage of red grapes 1983 vs 2012 

Source: (SAWIS, 2013) 

 

The statistics for 2012 are very different from those of 1983, and the decline of Cinsaut 

hectares as a percentage of red grapes is clear. In 2012 Cinsaut comprised only 4.3% of 

total red grape hectares. Of the 44 962.80 hectares of red grape varietals planted in 2012, a 

mere 1 936.41 hectares were Cinsaut. Thus, according to SAWIS statistics, the past 29 

years have seen a drastic decline in the amount of hectares of Cinsaut in South Africa from 

9 248.01 to 1 936.41 (SAWIS, 2013). Although the overall hectares of red vines have grown 

considerably from 16843.21 to 44962.80 during this period, the hectares of Cinsaut have 

shrunk.  
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Chapter 1: Cinsaut trends 

Traditionally Cinsaut was used as a workhorse grape and mostly treated basically in the 

winery. Little to no oak was used, and if oak-aged, the wines were matured in larger 4 000 / 

5000 litre stukvate. Much of the Cinsaut was blended into other red wines and used as a 

volume stretcher. In the early 1900s Cinsaut was mostly vinified to become a base wine for 

brandy or used for sweeter styled fortified wines. During the 1980s and post 1990s other, 

more noble varieties such as Cabernet Sauvignon, Shiraz and Merlot, gained in popularity 

and the use of Cinsaut started to decline. Bennie Howard (2014) is of the opinion that, prior 

to 1994, fewer people were wine-knowledgeable and associated lighter coloured wines, such 

as Cinsaut, as being for easier-drinking, not to be taken too seriously. Heavier bodied wines, 

such as Cabernet or Shiraz, were deemed to be of greater prestige. According to Howard, 

ideally no new oak should be employed during the maturation process, but rather larger, 

aged barrels; the reason being to retain the red fruit component and freshness of the Cinsaut 

character. He further comments that Cinsaut is ideal for blending as it brings fruit, elegance 

and freshness to the wine. In terms of marketing Cinsaut in a lighter, Beaujolais-like style, he 

stresses that this would not be the correct route to follow. Beaujolais wines may be a trendy 

concept in Europe, but will not necessarily work for the South African market and the risk of 

creating a negative image for Cinsaut may be too high. Whichever marketing approach is 

followed, it is paramount that the quality of the Cinsaut wine is excellent (Howard, 2014). 

A move away from lighter coloured and lighter bodied wines became noticeable during the 

1990s when fuller-bodied, richer and extracted styled wines started to gain popularity. Rosa 

Kruger mentioned that once the Robert Parker / Michel Rolland phase of producing dense, 

heavy wines of great colour came about, the industry started to ignore Cinsaut (Kruger, 

2014). Cinsaut, with its reputation as a high-yielding grape producing, often lower quality, 

lighter-coloured and lighter-styled wines, started to fall by the wayside.  

In recent years Cinsaut has regained some ground and especially younger generation 

winemakers are starting to take note of this ‘forgotten’ grape. Tim James mentions that there 

are a few younger generation winemakers, specifically from the Swartland, who are 

experimenting with a range of vinification techniques and also making ‘wines from rather 

despised grapes like Cinsaut and Carignan, picked unfashionably early, light-coloured, and 

lacking massive concentration – and nevertheless rather profound and undoubtedly making 

for satisfying, pleasurable drinking’ (James, 2013:21). Some of the new generation 

winemakers forming part in revolutionising Cinsaut include Eben Sadie and Adi Badenhorst. 

Each of these winemakers is showcasing single-varietal Cinsaut from older vines in their 

own, unique and trendy style.  
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Cinsaut is being used in both single varietal wines as well as in a range of different blends. A 

variety of styles, from rosé to reds, are being produced which range from very light-bodied, 

light in colour, fresh and fruity to heavier oaked, darker and more extracted styles. It appears 

as though some of the inspiration was drawn from tasting older vintage wines (1960s, 1970s 

and some 1980s) and being intrigued by the use of Cinsaut in them. The focus seems to be 

changing from Cinsaut as a lower quality wine in general, to more quality-driven wines, often 

made from the older vines available.  

 

Chapter 2: Approach to vinification 

In order to provide greater insight into various winemaking approaches to Cinsaut in recent 

years, this chapter will discuss the vinification of six different wines - a blanc de noir, a 

blended wine, and a few single varietal Cinsaut. Wines from different regions (Breedekloof, 

Swartland, Paarl and Darling) and price points have been selected as well as different styles. 

The price points mentioned are indicated as follows: 

Lower level price R20 - R60 

Medium level price R60 - R120 

Medium-high price R120 - R200 

Higher level price above R200 

 

2.1 Mount Abora: Saffronne Cinsaut 2014   

Grapes for the Saffronne Cinsaut 2014 blanc de noir are sourced predominantly from the 

farm Môreson, situated close to the Riebeek mountainside in the Swartland. Additionally a 

small portion of Cinsaut is also picked just outside the town of Malmesbury. The grapes are 

sourced from bush vines, averaging 36 years of age, and grown on schist and decomposed 

granite soil structures (Meyer, 2015).  

The grapes are picked early in order to obtain a low alcohol but high acidity level. Whole 

bunches are pressed at a very low pressure yielding about 550 litres per ton of grapes. The 

wine is then fermented on the lees in stainless steel tanks at 14 Celsius for about four 

weeks. The entire process is approached from a ‘natural’ perspective meaning that no 

additions of any kind are made to the wine. After six months on the lees, the wine is racked 

and then bottled without any filtration or additional treatments taking place. Although the 
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2013 vintage of Saffronne was matured in older 300 litre French oak barrels for six months, 

the 2014 is completely unoaked. The colour of the 2013 Saffronne can be described as 

pomegranate whilst the 2014 is a far lighter, salmon-pink hue (Meyer, 2015). 

According to Johan Meyer, winemaker at Mount Abora, the Saffronne Cinsaut blanc de noir 

offers an accurate portrayal of the Cinsaut variety as well as the Swartland region. The 

granite soils impart minerality to the wine which is balanced by red fruit characters and a 

good structure. It is a low alcohol wine which shows great fruit and remarkable freshness 

(Meyer, 2015). The Mount Abora Saffronne Cinsaut blanc de noir retails at a medium price 

level in the market.   

 

2.2 Mullineux Family Wines:  Kloof Street  Swartland Rouge 2011 

In order to showcase the versatility of Cinsaut in a blend, the Mullineux Kloof Street 

Swartland Rouge 2011 will be used as an example.  

Until recently the Cinsaut grapes were sourced from stony Shale and Schist based soils in 

the Swartland, but the 2014 vintage will also include grapes from Wellington and 

Franschhoek. The Mullineuxs prefer to keep their options open when working with Cinsaut. 

Should the variety be required for single varietal wines, about 10-20% of the juice would be 

bled off for rosé (often the bled juice is added back to the blend at a later stage). The 

remainder of the juice will either ferment on its own or be co-fermented with grapes such as 

Carignan or Grenache. Mostly whole bunch, natural fermentation is done, and in general not 

much sorting of the berries takes place.  

The Kloof Street Swartland Rouge is a blend comprised of 72% Syrah, 13% Mourvèdre, 

11% Cinsaut and 4% Carignan. The grapes are hand-picked and cooled in a cold room after 

which they are crushed and destemmed. Usually between 5 and 25% of bunches are kept 

whole. At this point only some SO2 is added, and no other additions made during the 

winemaking process.  

 

The Cinsaut goes into tank at about 16 Celsius, and takes 4 days to warm to 20 Celsius 

which results in the fermentation starting. This process is described as more of a natural 

soak than necessarily a cold soak. According to Andrea Mullineux, owner of Mullineux 

Family Wines and winemaker, Cinsaut, unlike a variety such as Grenache, keeps its colour 

very well. Although Cinsaut does not give much colour to start out with, the colour is stable 

and it does not tend to dissipate during the winemaking process. Cinsaut is generally very 

juicy and is easy to punch-down. During fermentation the wine is punched-down one to two 
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times per day, depending on extract and tannin development. At the time of pressing, the 

malolactic fermentation is usually already completed as the partly whole bunch fermentation 

tends to induce malolactic fermentation on the skins. After pressing the wine goes to older, 

third and fourth fill French 225 litre barrels for a year after which blending takes place in 

October / November. The blend is then returned to barrel and bottled without fining or 

filtration. Of the Cinsaut vinified at Mullineux Wines, 90% is used for blending with 

Mediterranean varieties. By blending, Cinsaut is able to add fruit freshness and accessibility 

to the final blended wine (Mullineux, A., 2014; Kloof Street Wines, s.d.). The style of the 

Kloof Street Swartland Rouge is described as a ‘spicy melange of flavours and supple 

structure. Bright, balanced and eminently drinkable, but classy’ (Platter, 2014:316).  The 

price point is at medium level. 

 

2.3 Blank Bottle: My Koffer 2011 

My Koffer is a wine made by Pieter Walser, owner and winemaker of Blank Bottle, ‘in 

memory of old-style Tassenberg, with all the emotions connected to a first love. This is ‘My 

Tassenberg, My Tas’ – a suitcase full of memories’ (Blank Bottle, s.d.).  

My Koffer is a 100% Cinsaut, produced from grapes sourced from bush vines in the 

Breedekloof. Selective picking was done in the vineyard, before the grapes were transported 

to the winery and cooled overnight. Berries were sorted and only the best quality berries 

chosen; the result being grapes which looked like A-grade export quality table grapes. The 

Cinsaut bunches were destemmed and the berries were lightly crushed. A cold soak was 

done for approximately one week prior to spontaneous fermentation initiated by wild yeasts. 

Cold-soaking refers to the method of keeping must at a low temperature, usually below 

10Celsius, for a period of time before the fermentation starts. This method is used for the 

additional extraction of colour and flavour components (Bisson, 2008). Fermentation took 

place in open-top French oak 500 litre barrels and punch-downs were done by hand, only 

when deemed necessary. Once fermentation was completed, a hydraulic basket press was 

used for pressing. 

The wine was matured for one year in the same 500 litre barrels used for the fermentation 

process. The barrels were topped up with 100% Cinsaut only and the 2011 vintage was 

given a sterile filtration prior to bottling. The resulting wine is light in colour, showing red fruit 

aromas such as strawberry, raspberry, brambles and cherry. It is full in flavour with juicy fruit 

and a surprisingly long finish on the palate (Walser, 2013). The Blank Bottle ‘My Koffer’ 

retails at a high price level in the market.  
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2.4 Sadie Family Wines: Old Vine Series Pofadder 2012 

The Ou Wingerdreeks Pofadder is a 100% Cinsaut wine, named after the snakelike form of 

the Riebeek Mountain in the Swartland region. Grapes are sourced from 48-year-old bush 

vines, from the western side of the Kasteelberg in the Swartland. These old Cinsaut vines 

are grown on slate and decomposed granite soils, and yield four tons per hectare on 

average. In terms of canopy management the shoots were suckered and tipped to prevent 

wind damage.  

After hand-picking, the bunches were carefully sorted in order to remove both the under – 

and overripe berries. Only 20% of all the bunches were destemmed and the whole clusters 

placed in old, wooden open-top fermenters. Wild yeasts started the ferment, during which no 

temperature control took place. One to two punch-downs were done per day.  After one 

month on the skins, the juice was transferred to old, wooden casks to complete the 

malolactic fermentation. These casks are 20 years and older. The skins are pressed in a 

small basket press. Maturation of the Cinsaut took place in old wooden casks for 

approximately one year. During this period no additions of any kind were made except for 

some sulphur additions prior to bottling. The wine remained unfined and unfiltered and the 

recommended ageing potential, according to Eben Sadie, owner of Sadie Family Wines and 

winemaker, is five to fifteen years from vintage (Sadie, 2013). 

Pofadder 2012 is described as possessing the full spectrum of red cherry fruit with added 

complexity of spice. This is an elegant, light-bodied wine without compromising complexity 

(Wine price list: Search result Pofadder 2012, s.d.). The price of the Pofadder 2012 falls 

within the medium to higher price point spectrum. 

 

2.5 Landskroon Wines: Cinsaut 2012 

Landskroon was established in 1692 and is situated in the Paarl region of the Cape 

Winelands (Landskroon Wines, s.d.). The Cinsaut, all planted as bushvine, is included in the 

varieties planted and the first varietal Cinsaut was bottled in 1974. The Landskroon Cinsaut, 

a classic wine of the winery, is described in the 1985 John Platter guide as ‘arguably the 

finest Cinsaut in South Africa, a dry, unusually strong-flavoured wine for this variety’  (Platter, 

1985:66). Their Cinsaut 2012 is also mentioned, almost 20 years later, in the latest John 

Platter guide as being light and fruity in style (Van Zyl, 2014:261). 

Abraham van Heerden, winemaker at Landskroon Wines, described the process. The 2012 

release is 100% Cinsaut, sourced from nine-year-old bush vines. The grapes were 
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harvested at 24.5 Balling, destalked and then transferred to 20 ton stainless steel tanks for 

fermentation. During this process about 10% of the juice was bled in order to increase 

concentration. Any acid and tannin adjustments were made after which a cold maceration 

took place for approximately one day. An inoculation with yeast WE372 allowed the 

fermentation to start. The fermentation temperatures were controlled between 25 Celsius 

and 28 Celsius. To achieve optimal colour, flavour and extract, the juice was left on the 

skins for about four days and only removed once the sugar level had dropped to 3 Balling. 

The remaining skins were pressed in a gentle tank press, the press juice added to the rest of 

the juice, after which the fermentation was completed in closed, epoxy-lined cement tanks. 

The malolactic fermentation was completed in these same tanks (Van Heerden, 2014). 

Upon final completion of the malolactic fermentation, the young wine was racked from the 

lees and transferred to tanks. Oak was used minimally and used oak staves (having been 

used for six months already) are the only wood influences this wine was subjected to for 

approximately one year. A cold stabilisation took place prior to bottling. The resultant wine is 

elegant, medium-bodied with sweet red cherry fruit flavours on the palate, a soft tannin 

structure and lingering finish. The Landskroon Cinsaut retails at the lower price level.  (Van 

Heerden, 2014; Landskroon Wines: Cinsaut 2012, s.d.). 

 

2.6 Neil Ellis Wines: Cinsaut 2012 

The Neil Ellis Cinsaut was still unreleased at the time of writing. The wine is 100% Cinsaut 

and grapes were sourced from three hectares of 40-year-old bush vine, situated on a hilltop, 

in the Darling region. Although Cinsaut from this same block has been used in the Neil Ellis 

Rodanos Rhône styled blend, this will be the first varietal Cinsaut released by Neil Ellis 

Wines.  

Warren Ellis, the winemaker at Neil Ellis Wines, describes the process. Grapes were 

handpicked, destemmed and crushed. The mash was cooled to approximately 14 Celsius, 

then transferred to open-top fermenters and inoculated with cultured yeast. Punch-downs, 

pumpovers and delestage took place during the fermentation and the juice was drawn off the 

skins at 5-8 Balling. Delestage is a French term which relates to a specific fermentation 

process for red wine and is often referred to as a method of ‘rack and return’ (Cottrell, 2003). 

‘Rack and return’ is the process ‘in which fermenting red wine juice is separated from the 

grape solids by racking and then returned to the fermenting vat to re-soak the solids. This 

step is then repeated daily’ (WineMaker, 2003). The remaining skins were pressed and the 

press juice added. Malolactic fermentation took place in older, 500 litre French vats.  
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The wine was matured for 14-16 months in older 500 litre French oak casks. The resulting 

wine has an alcohol of 15%, and has a darker colour than usually expected from Cinsaut. It 

has aromas of dark berries and a unique perfumed character. A richer, fuller-bodied style of 

Cinsaut (Ellis, 2013). At the time of interview, this wine was unreleased, but destined to be 

sold at a higher price point. 

 

Chapter 3: Varietal vs Blends 

In South Africa, Cinsaut can be used both as a blending component and a varietal wine. It 

has been described as a versatile variety which is ideal for blending with top quality 

Cabernet Sauvignon, or for very basic table wines (Orffer, 1979).  

Traditionally for dry red wines, especially during the 1970s and 1980s, Cinsaut was 

predominantly blended with varieties such as Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinotage and Shiraz. 

The major reason at the time being that these, more noble varieties, were scarce and the 

Cinsaut managed to stretch the volumes. Although many of the winemakers used Cinsaut as 

a blending component, they were often reluctant to admit the fact (Howard, 2014). In a 

blend, Cinsaut is able to add freshness, a vibrant fruit profile, some colour and an aspect of 

sweetness. During the 1970s and 1980s the variety was used to soften the harsher, stronger 

and more tannic wines, ensuring earlier accessibility. At times Souzao was added to Cinsaut 

to boost the colour of the wine (Howard, 2014). 

According to Janno Briers-Louw, winemaker at Eenzaamheid, Cinsaut is able to soften a 

blend, provide a desired red fruit aspect and, if harvested correctly, can lower the eventual 

alcohol in a blend. He believes that the varietal’s contribution can be compared to that of 

Merlot in a Bordeaux style blend (Briers-Louw, 2014). Chris Mullineux from Mullineux Family 

Wines originally made some Cinsaut as an experiment and found it produced wines of 

amazing perfume and floral characteristics. Although it was light in colour, it was not a light 

wine, but rather quite a dense, rich wine with a lot of aromatics. In blends, Cinsaut is thus 

able to add an aromatic aspect, almost like Viognier does to the Rhône red wines. It is 

possible to add only a small percentage of Cinsaut, and the variety will be able to contribute 

to an amazing lift and aromatics in a blend. The Mullineuxs blend Cinsaut with other 

Mediterranean / Rhône varieties such as Shiraz, Grenache, Carignan and Mourvèdre 

(Mullineux, C., 2014). Cinsaut is able to add perfume to a blend along with red berry fruit 

characteristics (Wine Searcher: Grape varieties: Cinsaut wine, s.d.). It can be used to 

brighten the fruit component in a blend and soften harsher edges of other varieties such as 

Carignan (Hubble, 2013). 
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Danie Steytler, winemaker at Kaapzicht Wine Estate, is of the opinion that, as a varietal 

wine, Cinsaut can produce wines of high fruit intensity with red berry aromas. The wines can 

have the perception of sweetness, even though they are dry at 2 g/l of residual sugar. 

Cinsaut wines are lighter in colour with low tannins (Steytler, 2014). Varietal Cinsauts, if 

treated correctly viticulturally, have the potential to show lovely aromatics and a supple 

texture on the palate (Hubble, 2013).  

Tables 6 and 7 provide an indication of the Cinsaut wines, either varietal or blended, at two 

different time periods within the South African industry. The information was adapted from 

the John Platter Guides of 2014 and 1985. All the blends listed contain a percentage of 

Cinsaut. Under the blending components column, the main blending varietals are listed.  

Table 6 indicates the much greater role which Cinsaut played in the South African industry 

during the 1980s, both as a varietal and as a blend. Of the approximately 220 producers 

entered into the 1985 Guide, 63 producers made wines containing Cinsaut. This figure 

represents almost one third of the total producers. A total of 91 wines containing Cinsaut 

were entered of which 31 were varietal wines and 60 were blended. Thus, about a third of 

the Cinsaut wines entered were varietal wines. The blended wines were predominantly 

Cinsaut blended with Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinotage, Shiraz and Tinta Barocca. None of the 

blends contained Grenache, Mourvèdre or Carignan which are the most popular blending 

varietals with Cinsaut in the 2014 Guide. Additionally six Rosé and Port styled wines were 

listed.  
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Table 6  Cinsaut Wines listed in John Platter Guide 1985 

PRODUCER WINE BLENDING COMPONENTS 
 (Dominant three varieties) 

BLEND 100% 
Cinsaut 

Alphen Wines Smooth Old Vintage Cabernet / Shiraz / Cinsaut X  

 Dry Red Cabernet / Cinsaut X  

Audacia Estate Cinsaut Cinsaut  X 

 Couer de Rouge Cabernet / Cinsaut / Pinotage X  

 Dry Red Cinsaut / Cabernet / Pinotage X  

 Rouge Noble Tinta Barocca / Pinotage / Cinsaut X  

Autumn Harvest Wines (SFW) Country Claret Pinotage / Cinsaut X  

Barrydale Co-operative Barrydale Red Light Cinsaut  X 

Bergsig Estate Dry Red Cabernet / Cinsaut X  

Bertrams Wines Stellenrood Cabernet / Cinsaut / Shiraz X  

Bolandse Co-operative Cellars Cinsaut Cinsaut  X 

 Vin Rouge Cinsaut / Cabernet / Pinotage X  

Bottelary Co-operative Claret Pinotage / Cinsaut X  

Bovlei Co-operative Grand Rouge Cinsaut / Pinotage / Shiraz X  

Carafino Wines (Gilbey’s) Rouge Cinsaut based blend X  

 Rosé Clairette Blanche / Cinsaut X  

Chateau Libertas (SFW) Chateau Libertas Cabernet / Cinsaut / Pinotage X  

Citrusdal Co-operative Cinsaut Cinsaut  X 

Culemborg Wines Cinsaut Cinsaut  X 

Delheim Port Cinsaut  X 

De Zoete Inval Estate Cinsaut Cinsaut  X 

Douglas Co-operative Rosé Pinotage / Cinsaut X  

Douglas Green Douglas Green Cabernet Cabernet / Cinsaut X  

 Douglas Green Pinotage Pinotage / Cinsaut X  

 St. Raphael Cabernet / Pinotage / Cinsaut X  

 Fransteter Pinotage / Cinsaut X  

Drakenstein Co-operative Claret No 1 Cabernet / Pinotage / Cinsaut X  

Drostdy-Hof Wines Cinsaut Rouge Cinsaut  X 

 Claret Select Cinsaut  X 

Du Toitskloof Co-operative Cinsaut Cinsaut  X 

Eersterivier Valleise Co-op Hanseret Rouge Cabernet / Pinotage / Cinsaut X  
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Table 6  Cinsaut Wines listed in John Platter Guide 1985 (continued) 

PRODUCER WINE BLENDING COMPONENTS 
 (Dominant three varieties) 

BLEND 100% 
Cinsaut 

Eikendal Vineyards Duc de Berry Rouge Shiraz / Cinsaut X  

Festival Wines (Gilbey’s) Smooth Red Cinsaut based blend X  

Franschhoek Co-operative Claret Pinotage / Cinsaut X  

 Red Port Tinta Barocca / Cinsaut X  

Groot Eiland Co-operative Vin Rosé Raisin Blanc / Cinsaut X  

Helderberg Co-operative Dry Red Cinsaut / Pinotage / Shiraz X  

Kango Co-operative Port Cinsaut / Pinotage / Alicante Bouchet X  

Kanonkop Estate Rooiwyn Cinsaut / Pinotage / Cabernet X  

Kellerprinz (SFW) Amorosa Cinsaut / Pinotage X  

 Rosanne Pinotage / Cinsaut X  

KWV Cinsaut Cinsaut  X 

 Bonne Esperance Cinsaut based blend X  

Ladismith Co-operative Cinsaut Cinsaut  X 

Landskroon Cinsaut Cinsaut  X 

 Bouquet Rouge Cinsaut / Shiraz X  

 Port Tinta Barocca/Cinsaut /Alicante Bouchet X  

Lievland Rood Cabernet / Cinsaut X  

 Rosé Cinsaut / Steen / Clairette Blanche  X  

Malamed’s Wines (Gilbey’s) Fine Vintage Port Tinta Barocca / Cinsaut X  

Mamreweg Co-operative Cinsaut Cinsaut  X 

 Drankhandelaars Dry Red Pinotage / Tinta Barocca / Cinsaut X  

Merwida Co-operative Dry Red Cabernet / Cinsaut X  

Muratie Wine Farm Claret Cinsaut / Cabernet / Shiraz X  

 Red Velvet Pinot Noir / Shiraz / Cinsaut X  

 Special Dry Red Cabernet / Shiraz / Cinsaut X  

 Port Cinsaut and Port varieties X  

Nederburg ‘Private Bin’ Wines Private Bin R103 Cabernet / Shiraz / Cinsaut X  

Oude Libertas (SFW) Cinsaut Cinsaut  X 

Perdeberg Co-operative Cinsaut Cinsaut  X 

Porterville Co-operative Cinsaut Cinsaut  X 

Rietrivier Co-operative Cinsaut Cinsaut  X 
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Table 6  Cinsaut Wines listed in John Platter Guide 1985 (continued) 

PRODUCER WINE BLENDING COMPONENTS (Dominant 
three varieties) 

BLEND 100% 
Cinsaut 

Roma Wines (SFW) Roma Red Cinsaut / Pinotage X  

Rooiberg Co-operative Selected Dry Red Pinotage / Cinsaut / Tinta Barocca X  

 Cinsaut Cinsaut  X 

 Dry Rosé Steen / Cinsaut X  

Roujolais Roujolais Cinsaut  X 

Royal King (SFW) Royal King Hanepoot / White Cinsaut X  

Rustenberg Rustenberg (Dry Red) Cabernet / Cinsaut X  

Santy’s Port Wines (Gilbey’s) Old Ruby Port Tinta Barocca / Cinsaut X  

 Invalid Port Cinsaut  X 

Simonsig Adelberg Pinotage / Cinsaut X  

Simonsvlei Co-operative Cinsaut Cinsaut  X 

 Claret Cinsaut  X 

Soetwynboere Co-operative Claret Cabernet / Cinsaut X  

Stellenryck Collection  Roodebloem Cinsaut based blend X  

Swartland Co-operative Cinsaut Cinsaut  X 

 Dry Red Pinotage / Cinsaut / Tinta Barocca X  

Taskelder Wines (SFW) Claret Cinsaut / Pinotage X  

Tassenberg  Tassenberg Cinsaut / Cabernet X  

Valley Wines (Gilbey’s) Dry Red Cinsaut / Pinotage / Cabernet X  

 Smooth Red Cinsaut / Pinotage / Cabernet X  

Verdun Estate Dry Red Cinsaut  X 

Vergenoegd Estate Cinsaut Cinsaut  X 

Vredenburg Wines (Gilbey’s) Rosé Blanc Clairette Blanche / Steen / Cinsaut X  

Waboomsrivier Co-operative Cinsaut Cinsaut  X 

 Roode Wagen Cabernet / Cinsaut X  

Wamakers Vallei Co-operative Cinsaut Cinsaut  X 

Wellington Wynboere Co-op Cinsaut Cinsaut  X 

 Port Cinsaut  X 

Witzenberg Wines Roodekeur Cinsaut  X 

TOTAL: 63 from +- 220   60 31 
Source: (Platter, 1985)
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Table 7 paints a very different picture compared with Table 6. The most recent 2014 John 

Platter guide, shows only 34 producers making Cinsaut wines, either blended or varietal. 

This is hardly 4% of the total and far less in terms of the percentages gathered in 1985. Of 

the 50 Cinsaut wines entered (blended or varietal), a figure far lower than in 1985, only 10 

were 100% Cinsaut compared to 31 in 1985. The blends recorded were 60 in total and 

predominantly comprised of Cinsaut with Mediterranean / Rhône varieties such as Shiraz, 

Mourvèdre, Carignan and Grenache. Although some wines are also blended with Cabernet 

and Pinotage, this figure is much lower than listed in Table 6. The predominant blending 

components of Cinsaut seem to be changing in the past 19 years along with the fact that 

fewer varietal Cinsaut wines are being produced.  
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Table 7  Cinsaut Wines listed in John Platter Guide 2014 

PRODUCER WINE BLENDING COMPONENTS 
(Dominant three varieties) 

BLEND 100% 
Cinsaut 

AA Badenhorst Family Wines Secateurs Rosé Cinsaut / Shiraz / Grenache X  

 AA Badenhorst Red Shiraz / Grenache / Cinsaut X  

 Secateurs Red Shiraz / Mourvèdre / Grenache  X  

Annandale Wines Nostalgia Cabernet / Shiraz / Cinsaut X  

Blank Bottle My Koffer Cinsaut  X 

 Fifteen + 1 Shiraz / Grenache / Carignan X  

Boekenhoutskloof Winery Chocolate Block Shiraz / Cabernet / Grenache X  

Bosman Family Vineyards Erfenis Pinotage / Cab Franc / Petit Verdot X  

 Adama Red Shiraz / Mourvèdre / Cinsaut X  

 Cinsaut Cinsaut  X 

Botha Wine Cellar Dassies Rood Cinsaut / Cabernet / Ruby Cabernet X  

Bryan MacRobert Wines Tobias Shiraz / Mourvèdre / Cinsaut X  

Cloof Wine Estate Ink Spot Vin Noir Pinotage / Shiraz / Cinsaut X  

Darling Cellar Growers Signature Cinsaut / Cabernet X  

Distell Chateau Libertas Cabernet / Shiraz / Merlot X  

 Tassenberg Blend differs annually X  

David Family Wines Elpidios Shiraz / Carignan / Grenache X  

Eenzaamheid Blend 1 Pinotage / Cinsaut X  

 Blend 2 Shiraz / Mourvèdre / Cinsaut X  

Howard Booysen Pegasus Cinsaut  X 

La Motte Hannelie R Shiraz /Grenache /Carignan / Cinsaut X  

Landskroon Cinsaut Cinsaut  X 

 Red Cinsaut / Shiraz X  

Leeuwenkuil Family Vineyards Family Reserve Red Shiraz / Mourvèdre / Grenache X  

MAN Family Wines Essay Red Blend Shiraz / Cinsaut / Mourvèdre X  

Mont Destin Passione Shiraz / Cinsaut / Mourvèdre X  

 11 Barrels Shiraz / Grenache / Carignan X  
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Table 7  Cinsaut Wines listed in John Platter Guide 2014 (continued) 

PRODUCER WINE BLENDING COMPONENTS 
(Dominant three varieties) 

BLEND 100% 
Cinsaut 

Mount Abora Vineyards Saffraan Cinsaut  X 

Mullineux Family Wines Kloof Street Rouge Shiraz / Mourvèdre / Cinsaut X  

Nuweland Wynkelder Bosstok Rosé Cinsaut dominant blend X  

 Oustok Rosé Cinsaut  X 

Osbloed Wines Wonderbare Raadsman Pinotage / Cinsaut / Pinot Noir X  

 Hanekam Cinsaut / Grenache X  

 Red Horse Cinsaut Noir Cinsaut  X 

Perderberg Winery Soft Smooth Red Cabernet / Shiraz / Cinsaut X  

Rico Suter Private Cellar L’Amitie Cinsaut / Shiraz / Petit Verdot X  

Sadie Family Wines Pofadder Cinsaut  X 

Savage Wines Savage Red Shiraz / Grenache / Cinsaut X  

Sequillo Sequillo Red Shiraz / Cinsaut / Mourvèdre X  

Simonsvlei Hercules Paragon Shiraz / Mourvèdre / Cinsaut X  

 Simonsrood Shiraz / Pinotage / Cinsaut X  

Stellenrust Old Bushvine Cinsaut Cinsaut  X 

The Winery of Good Hope Black Rock Blend Shiraz / Cinsaut / Carignan X  

Val de Vie Wines Val de Vie Red Mourvèdre / Shiraz / Grenache X  

Waterkloof Seriously Cool Cinsaut Cinsaut  X 

 False Bay Rosé Cinsaut / Mourvèdre X  

Welgegund Wines Ricco Shiraz / Grenache / Carignan X  

Yardstick Wines Red Label / Shazam Shiraz / Cinsaut / Mourvèdre X  

TOTAL: 34 from +- 900    40 10 

Source: (Van Zyl, 2014) 
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The most recent 2015 Platter guide includes two benchmark Cinsauts. The first is a five star 

wine which was awarded to the Sadie Family Pofadder 2013 described as ‘vibrant, pure red 

fruit and sensuous gossamer-like texture’ (Van Zyl, 2015:425). This is the first Platter 5 star 

ever awarded to a varietal Cinsaut and quite a milestone as such (Van Zyl, 2014). 

 

The second wine is the AA Badenhorst CWG Auction Reserve Kalmoesfontein Ramnasgras 

Cinsault 2012. This wine, made from 58 year old bushvines and pressed in old casks, 

received 4 ½ stars in the 2015 Platter guide and is described as ‘wonderfully smooth, pure 

and persistent, with (a) slight nudge of grapes tannin’ (Van Zyl, 2015:23). Furthermore, this 

wine was auctioned as a lot of 30 x 6 x 750 ml at the annual 2014 Cape Winemakers Guild 

Auction held at Spier and received an average price of R2773.33. Described in the CWG 

catalogue as a ‘light dry red with red fruits and (a) dry, mineral finish’ this wine was the only 

varietal Cinsaut auctioned in 2014 (CWG, s.d.). 

 

Bennie Howard believes that, in future, there will be two blending approaches to Cinsaut: 

 

1. Bordeaux style blends based on Cabernet Sauvignon with Cinsaut added to the 

mix. This is the historically proven approach that Cabernet Sauvignon and 

Cinsaut make complementary blending partners. 

 

2. Rhône styled blends with, for example, Shiraz, Mourvèdre, Grenache and even 

the Spanish Tempranillo red grape variety. This is the more modern approach 

which could hold exciting new prospects for Cinsaut blends.  

 

These approaches emphasise the versatility of the grape along with the opportunities it may 

bring in future (Howard, 2014). 
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SECTION 5: 

An international perspective 
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Chapter 1: Global distribution 

Cinsaut is believed to have originated in the South of France, possibly from the Hérault in 

the Languedoc-Roussillon region, but could also have been brought by traders from the 

Mediterranean. It has since spread to other regions of France and vine growing regions of 

the world. The variety is widely planted in countries such as Algeria and Lebanon. Plantings 

of Cinsaut are also found scattered around Italy and Eastern Europe, Australia and parts of 

the United States of America (Hubble, 2013; Robinson, et al., 2012). Figure 8 provides a 

percentage indication of where the grape was used internationally in 2013. The data was 

adapted from the Wine-Searcher website. According to Figure 8, France leads at 63.34%, 

followed by Lebanon and South Africa respectively at 12.72%, then the USA 4.36% followed 

by Chile at 3.12% and Italy at 2.74%. 

 

Figure 8 International distribution of Cinsaut 

 

Source: (Wine Searcher: Grape varieties: Cinsaut wine, s.d.).    

 

In the international arena Cinsaut is mostly used for blending purposes, but a few single 

varietal wines can also be found. This chapter aims to provide an overview of Cinsaut and its 

main regions of distribution internationally. 
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1.1 Algeria 

Algeria was annexed by France in 1830. This annexation meant an influx of French 

colonialists who in turn brought with them viticultural and winemaking expertise and created 

a demand for wine. The result was huge growth in the Algerian wine industry between 1880 

and 1930 and, until 50 years ago, Algeria was the largest exporter of wine internationally. 

During the late 1800s, when phylloxera was ravaging the French vineyards, Algerian wine, 

particularly Cinsaut, was imported in order to satisfy demand (Bracco, 2012; Meloni & 

Swinnen, 2013).  

By the 1950s the French industry was heavily dependent on the Algerian wine imports, 

especially blended reds, to boost their local wines from regions such as the Languedoc-

Roussillon. The Algerian wines added concentration, strength and colour to the French 

wines. Many of the Burgundian wines of the time contained some Algerian Cinsaut for 

additional body (Robinson, 2006; Robinson, et al., 2012). By the time of independence in 

1962, Algerian vine plantings included 140 000 hectares of Carignan, 75 000 hectares 

Alicante Bouschet, 60 000 hectares Cinsaut and 10 000 hectares Grenache. Wines made 

from these grapes were used for table wines and ‘almost certainly contributed substantially 

to a high proportion of the wine then sold as burgundy’ (Robinson, 2006:12). Cinsaut was a 

popular variety for Algeria due to its drought resistance and ability to produce high yields and 

large volumes of wine (Wikipedia: S.v. Algeria, s.d.). With independence, the Muslim 

religious influence returned along with the desire not to rely on alcohol as a major economic 

contributor. As a result, large amounts of vineyards were uprooted and the remaining 

vineyards used to produce table grapes for eating and not fermenting (Bracco, 2012). The 

decline of Algeria’s wine production was drastic and today the country produces and exports 

little wine (Meloni & Swinnen, 2013). 

 

1.2 Australia 

Cinsaut is a high yielding, workhorse red variety grown under a variety of names in Australia. 

In the region of Langhorne Creek it is known as Oeillade and in the Rutherglen as Blue 

Imperial (Halliday, 2011; Higgs, 2014). 

Although official vineyard statistics do not mention Cinsaut, Jancis Robinson mentions that 

there should be about 60 hectares available in Australia (Robinson, et al., 2012). The variety 

is mostly used in South Australia for blending purposes and in a few exceptions as a varietal. 

The most prominent producers include Spinifex in the Barossa Valley (blended with 

Grenache, Shiraz, Mourvèdre) Foggo’s situated in McClaren Vale (blended with Grenache, 

Shiraz and also as varietal rosé) and d’Arenberg, also in McClaren Vale which produces a 
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blend of Cinsaut with Sagrantino called Cenosilicophobic Cat (Robinson, et al., 2012; Higgs, 

2014). Cinsaut is also used for a few fortified wines from the Rutherglen. Known producers 

using Cinsaut for this style are Chambers Rosewood and Morris (Halliday, 2011). 

 

1.3 France 

In France, Cinsaut is documented as the fourth most widely planted grape variety. It plays a 

large role in the South of France, particularly the Languedoc-Roussillon region (Maclean, 

2014). The variety is suited to the warm, dry soils and Mediterranean climate of Southern 

France and as a red wine it is predominantly blended with Carignan, Grenache and 

Mourvèdre (Stevenson, 2011). Cinsaut forms part of the 13 grape varieties permitted in the 

Châteauneuf-du-Pape blends and contributes roundness, perfumed aromas and red berry 

characteristics to the wines (Maclean, 2014). Although the role of Cinsaut is of lesser 

importance in the Châteauneuf-du-Pape wines, it plays a far greater role in other areas of 

Southern France such as the appellations of Bandol, Gigondas, Côtes du Rhône, Costières 

de Nîmes, Côtes du Ventoux, Côtes de Provence, Côtes de Lubéron and Côteaux du 

Tricastan (Stevenson, 2011; The Wine Cellar Insider, s.d.). 

A known Southern French producer of a more serious style of Cinsaut is Clos Centeilles, 

situated in the Minervois La Livinière AOC in western Languedoc. Although this winery 

predominantly uses Cinsaut in blends to add a fruit component and freshness, they produce 

a single variety, unoaked Cinsaut under the name Capitelle de Centeilles (Lloyd, 2013). 

Blended Cinsaut wines from Clos Centeilles include Campagne de Centeilles comprised of 

80-95% Cinsaut from old vines (Clos Centeilles, s.d.). 

Cinsaut is used to produce many rosé wines and is able to add a fruity bouquet. The regions 

of Tavel and Provence are best known for their rosés which often contain large percentages 

of Cinsaut and Grenache. In Côtes de Provence AOC, the rosés must contain at least 70% 

of Cinsaut, Grenache, Mourvèdre, Shiraz and Tibouren. Typically Cinsaut and Grenache 

dominate in such rosé blends (Robinson, 2006; Stevenson, 2011). Known rosé producers of 

the Côtes de Provence AOC include Château Miraval and Domaine Ott (Wine searcher: 

Provence wine, s.d.). 

The AOC region of Tavel is situated on the right bank of the Southern Rhône and is known 

for dry rosé wines. These rosés are salmon or deep ruby pink in colour, aromatic with hints 

of spice and a full rounded mouthfeel. The Tavel appellation allows the use of a number of 

grape varieties, but no single variety may exceed 60% of the blend. Grenache usually forms 

the base of Tavel rosés and is most often blended with Cinsaut which adds a sweetness 

component to the blend. Other varieties authorised include Clairette, Bourboulenc, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Languedoc-Roussillon
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Mourvèdre and Shiraz (Robinson, 2006; Rhone wines, 2013). Tavel rosé producers which 

make use of Cinsaut include Domaine Maby, Château d’Aqueria and Les Vignerons de 

Tavel (Wine searcher: Tavel wine, s.d.). 

Corsica is a mountainous island situated in the Mediterranean and falls under French 

dominion. The styles produced include white, rosé, red and sparkling wines. A major 

influence in the island’s viticulture was the arrival of North Africans after Algeria gained 

independence from France. During the 1960s and early 1970s these Algerian settlers 

imported and planted a range of varieties in Corsica including Cinsaut, Grenache and 

Carignan. These varieties however, did not flourish in the Corsican climatic conditions and 

many of the vines were uprooted and replanted with other international or local varieties 

such as Nielluccio and the white grape Vermentino. This said, the original varieties of 

Cinsaut, Grenache and Carignan planted continue to feature in some of the island’s 

appellations (George, 2009; Robinson, 2006).  

 

1.4 Italy 

Cinsaut was already being cultivated in Italy during the seventeenth century, and was 

recorded as growing in the Etna region of Sicily in 1696. It has been grown in the region of 

Puglia since at least the nineteenth century, where it is known as Ottavianello (Robinson, et 

al., 2012). The grape was introduced into the province of Brindisi (Puglia) in the late 

nineteenth century by a noble family from the town Ottaviano, in the Naples region. This 

family evidently transferred vines to Brindisi and the grapes took the name of this town, thus 

becoming Ottaviano or Ottavianello (Pellegrino, 2014). 

Ottavianello is used predominantly for blending purposes in Puglia, and there is one DOC 

devoted to the variety called Ostuni Ottavianello. In order to be classified as Ostuni 

Ottavianello DOC, a wine must contain a minimum of 85% Ottavianello. This DOC region 

produces less than 1000 cases of wine and blend predominantly with the varieties 

Negroamaro and Malvasia (Bamman, 2009; Bracco, 2014; Higgs, 2014). Although it has a 

long history in Puglia, only a few producers use it, Botrugno Winery being one of the 

exceptions in making a 100% Ottavianello (Bamman, 2009). 

 

1.5 Lebanon 

In Lebanon, Cinsaut is more or less third in the ranking of wine grapes planted after 

Cabernet Sauvignon and Shiraz. It is mostly known as a blending component in the 

internationally distributed wine Château Musar (Robinson, et al., 2012). 
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Lebanon is one of the oldest wine producing regions, the most prominent growing area being 

the Bekaa Valley at an altitude of 1000 meter above sea level. Mostly French grapes are 

grown including Cinsaut, Carignan, Cabernet Sauvignon and Shiraz (Robinson, 2006).  

 

Château Musar was founded in 1930 by Gaston Hochar after being inspired by the country’s 

rich winemaking history along with his travels in France. Much of his experience and 

inspiration was drawn from a close relationship with Ronald Barton of Château Langoa- 

Barton in Bordeaux. The winery follows a non-interventionist approach to winemaking, and 

uses Cinsaut in both their rosé and red wines. The Musar Rosé is a blend of indigenous 

varieties Obaideh and Merwah with Cinsaut whilst the Hochar Père et Fils Rosé and Cuvée 

Réservée Rosé are based on Cinsaut. The famous Musar Red is a blend of annually varying 

percentages of Cabernet Sauvignon, Cinsaut and Carignan. In this red blend, the Cabernet 

Sauvignon provides black fruit elements whilst the Cinsaut and Carignan bring elements of 

spice and fragrance to the wines. Additionally Cinsaut adds a certain sweet, perfumed 

element to the wine (Chateau Musar, 2012; Jefford, 2003). 

Other Lebanese producers using Cinsaut include Château Kefraya, Clos St. Thomas and 

Château Ksara (Cork Quiz, s.d.). 

 

 

1.6 Morocco  

As in Algeria, Cinsaut is popular in Morocco for its drought resistance, tolerance of hot, dry 

climates and high levels of production (Wine searcher: Grape varieties: Cinsaut wine, s.d.). 

The Moroccan wine industry grew remarkably during the French occupation in the twentieth 

century. After independence however, Morocco followed the same path as Algeria in the 

sense that the country lost its major source of expertise and demand (Harris, 2013). 

Historically Carignan dominated the Moroccan wine industry, but in later years Cinsaut was 

planted more widely in order to produce vin gris (Robinson, 2006). 

The 1990s saw campaigning by King Hassan II to revive the international interest in 

Morocco’s wine industry. At the time of his death in 1999, new plantings of Carignan, 

Cinsaut and Grenache were being planted. Recent years have brought greater planting of 

varieties such as Shiraz, Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot (Wine searcher: Morocco and 

Moroccan wines, 2013). Jancis Robinson however still lists Cinsaut as the most widely 

planted variety in Morroco (Robinson, et al., 2012). 
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1.7 United States of America 

In the United States of America, Cinsaut vines are grown in the regions of California and in 

the Yakima Valley in Washington (Wikipedia: S.v. Cinsaut, s.d.). It is believed that the oldest 

Cinsaut vineyard is the Bechthold vineyard in the Lodi wine region of California which was 

planted by Joseph Spenker in 1886 (James, 2013). These vines are described as ‘a lot of 

knobby, sprawling vines of Cinsault’ (Bonné, 2013). Producers currently making wines from 

this 128 year old Cinsaut vineyard include Bonny Doon Vineyards, Turley Wine Cellars, 

Woock Vineyard, Phoenix Range and Onesta. The styles range from rosé wines to softer, 

fruitier carbonic maceration style of red to richer, more luscious red wine styles (Lodi Wines, 

s.d.). 

In his book The new California: A guide to the producers and wines behind a revolution, Jon 

Bonné mentions a few winemakers and wines dedicated to Cinsaut. Of these, Abe 

Schoener, creator of the Scholium Project, produces a ‘copper-hued rosé made from 130-

year-old Cinsault grown in the Central Valley of Lodi’ (Bonné, 2013). Another wine from the 

Scholium project is the Rhododactylos Rosé, a blanc de noir which is also made from the 

ancient Cinsaut vines in the Bechthold vineyard. Clos Saron produce two blends, Deeper 

Shade of Blue and Out of the Blue, which are both described as ‘robust expressions of the 

Cinsault grape, blended with other components’ (Bonné, 2013). 

Additionally the Rhône Ranger movement also supports the growth and use of Cinsaut. This 

non-profit organisation campaigns for the use of Rhône varietals present in America. Wines 

can qualify as ‘Rhône Rangers’ if at least 75% of the wine is comprised of one or more of the 

Rhône varietals such as Shiraz, Grenache and Cinsaut (Rhone Rangers, s.d.). 
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SECTION 6:  

Marketing approach 
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A multitude of factors are involved when marketing wines to consumers. Understanding 

consumer choices and buying motivations play a vital role (Opperman, 2010). In the case of 

Cinsaut, consumer uncertainty may be a factor as it is both a variety and often a style that is 

largely unfamiliar to the local South African market. Often such niche products require a very 

specific marketing approach to establish awareness. After many years of being used 

predominantly in blends, as a workhorse variety and only truly featuring in the background of 

the South African wine industry, Cinsaut may be in need of a slightly more focused 

marketing strategy in order to attain a worthwhile market presence. 

 

Section 4 provides an overview on the flavour profile of Cinsaut along with the possible food 

matches. Industry opinions on different marketing approaches and the future of Cinsaut in 

South Africa are discussed. Current price points of Cinsaut wines in the market will also be 

explained.   

 

Chapter 1: Flavour profile of Cinsaut 

Various factors are involved in the eventual taste, or flavour, of a wine. The unique flavours 

of each grape variety are derived from the grape after which the viticultural and winemaking 

methods start influencing the flavour of the wine (Robinson, 2006). For Cinsaut, the 

viticultural aspects of yield and irrigation play a large role. Overproduction and over-irrigation 

have negative effects on the eventual quality of the wine. At average to lower yields, good 

sugar concentrations can be obtained and fuller, darker wines with more flavour made. Such 

wines are described by Jancis Robinson (2012:247) as ‘reds that are soft, fruity and 

aromatic in youth and surprisingly long-lived’. For fuller bodied, structured Cinsaut wines, the 

vines need to be cropped hard. If over-irrigated, achieving good colour becomes more 

problematic (Goussard, 2008; Kruger, 2014, Robinson, et al., 2012). Winemaking factors 

influencing the flavour of Cinsaut wines include the berry ripeness at the time of harvest, 

method of fermentation, oak maturation as well as the time spent in bottle. Greater details on 

the viticultural and winemaking influences on Cinsaut are discussed in sections 2 and 3. 

When tasting or assessing a wine, three major factors come into play: 

1. Colour and clarity of the wine 

2. The smell / aromas present 

3.  Final mouthfeel of a wine 

The colour of a wine can give an indication of the wine age, style and grape variety used. Of 

great importance in colour is the pH / acidity level of the wine. Wines with lower pH levels 
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(and thus higher acidity) are bright red in colour. As the pH level rises (and acidity level 

drops), the wine becomes more colourless. Thus the more acidity in the grape juice, the 

brighter red the resulting colour will be (Robinson, 2006). Cinsaut is a variety which naturally 

produces wines of higher pH and lower acidity. These wines are lighter in colour than other 

red wines such as Cabernet Sauvignon. This is due to the fact that Cinsaut has less colour 

pigmentation in the skins than Cabernet Sauvignon (Le Riche, 2013). Another factor 

influencing the lighter red colour of Cinsaut is the ratio of juice to skin contact. Unlike the 

thick skinned, small berries of Cabernet Sauvignon, Cinsaut berries are large and juicy, 

making colour extraction more challenging. Cinsaut wines tend to be lighter and softer than 

other red wine grape varieties (Hands & Hughes, 1997; Robinson 2006).     

Aroma can be defined as ‘smells in the bouquet, or nose, especially the odours associated 

with the grape rather than the winemaking process’ (Van Zyl, 2014:572). General remarks 

derived from various tasting notes on the aromas of Cinsaut include red fruit descriptors 

such as strawberry, cherry, instant red cooldrink and brambles. Fuller bodied Cinsaut wines 

can exude darker fruit aromas such as prunes. Hints of pepper and spice characteristics are 

also noted (Van Zyl, 2014; Chateau Musar, 2012). If the Cinsaut grapes were too ripe at 

harvest, the resultant wines become confected in character with aromas and flavours of 

strawberry- and raspberry jam (Briers-Louw, 2014). In younger wines sulphur compounds 

can form under reductive conditions creating unwanted aromas (le Riche, 2013). Chris 

Mullineux describes Cinsaut wines as possessing amazing perfume and floral aroma 

characteristics, whilst Angela Lloyd comments on the fruit purity and aromas of cinnamon, 

strawberry and other red fruits. She additionally stresses the fact that Cinsaut wines can 

become raisiny in character when harvested over-ripe (Lloyd, 2013; Mullineux, C., 2014).  

After the colour and aroma of a wine has been examined, the taste factors of texture and 

mouthfeel come into play. Wine characteristics such as sweetness, acidity, tannin and 

bitterness are assessed (Robinson, 2006). Cinsaut wines have lighter, softer tannins and are 

usually not too high in alcohol, making the wines drinkable when young and lending earlier 

accessibility to blends (Duijker, 1998; McGourty, 2006). Due to the lighter bodied nature of 

Cinsaut wines, the use of oak maturation needs to be treated carefully not to overwhelm the 

fresh fruit components. Too much oak and over-extraction detract from the freshness of 

Cinsaut wines (Lloyd, 2013). Table 8 provides an indication of the characteristics of Cinsaut 

achieved when lightly and heavily oaked, as well as the possible influences of bottle 

maturation. 
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Table 8  Cinsaut flavour characteristics  

Maturation Aroma and Flavour Characteristic 

Lightly Oaked Raspberry, Strawberry, Vanilla, Wood 

Heavily Oaked Cherry, Exotic Spice, Smoke, Oak 

Bottle Matured Cherry, Cigar, Musk, Leather 

Source: (Bracco, 2012) 

 

Various opinions exist on the influence of Cinsaut in the ageing process of older South 

African wines. Many of the South African red wines from the 1960s, 1970s and even early 

1980s contained a substantial percentage of Cinsaut. Of these wines, many have stood the 

test of time and have matured considerably well. It is very hard to prove the exact influence, 

if any, which Cinsaut could have had in these blends.  

 

Chapter 2: Pairing Cinsaut with food 

Correctly pairing a specific wine with a certain food type or style can mean the difference 

between a mediocre and an excellent dining experience. When pairing wine with food, 

certain factors should be taken into account. These factors include the weight, acidity, 

sweetness, salt, tannin and flavour characteristic and – intensity. When creating wine and 

food matches there are no rules, rather personal tastes and preferences. This said, it is 

recommended that the wine should match the ‘strength of flavours and weight of the dish’ 

(Berry Brother & Rudd, 2014). 

Table 9 provides a guideline as to certain possibilities for both rosé and red styled Cinsaut 

wines.  

 

Table 9  Cinsaut food matches   

Cuisine Ideal Match Wine Style 

Europe Snails with garlic butter, Braised veal shank Rosé and Red 

Asia Deep-fried pork on rice Rosé and Red 

Americas Rice pilaf, hot smoked salmon fillets Red and Rosé 

Africa / Middle East Morrocan lamb with prunes and apricots, 

Lebanese Fried Chicken Livers 

Red and Rosé 

Red 

Source: (Wine Searcher: Grape varieties: Cinsaut wine, s.d.) 
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Other pairing options with blended Cinsaut wines include Asian beef stirfry, pork tenderloin 

and pasta with a tomato based sauce. When pairing with cheese, Brie and Gruyère are 

recommended (Maclean, 2014). 

The Vin de France website suggests that rosé wines, with Cinsaut in the blend, are best with 

pasta and rice with meat or poultry, Mediterranean dishes, paella and tapas, pizza and 

Texan/ Mexican, and Thai or Chinese cuisine (Vin de France, s.d.). 

Neil Grant (2014), co-owner and sommelier of Burrata restaurant in Cape Town, 

recommends the following pairings with Cinsaut: 

 Grilled tuna and niçoise salad with slightly chilled Cinsaut 

 Rustic stews 

 Chinese food with slightly chilled Cinsaut 

 Ratatouille 

 Antipasti 

 Duck, Spanish style with spices such as saffron and turmeric 

Grant further suggests that spicier foods, most fish dishes, heavier red meats such as rib-

eye or rump and overly salty foods should be avoided when pairing with Cinsaut. Sommelier 

Higgo Jacobs agrees and believed that due to the simple, light and friendly nature of Cinsaut 

wines, it pairs well with ‘peasant’ dishes such as cold meats, jambon, fresh breads and 

terrine. In general, South African sommeliers advocate that Cinsaut wines should be slightly 

chilled when served (Grant, 2014; Jacobs, 2014).  
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Chapter 3: Marketing Cinsaut and what the future may hold in South Africa 

After years of not being in the foreground in the South African wine industry, questions arise 

as to the introduction of Cinsaut to consumers, establishing the correct price points and 

moving the wines off retail racks and restaurant wine lists. Many of the older generation wine 

drinkers still associate Cinsaut with the likes of lighter bodied, lesser quality wines. Their 

perception has remained that lighter coloured wines, such as Cinsaut, are for easier 

drinking, student styled wines whilst heavier wines such as Cabernet and Shiraz have more 

prestige and greater acclaim. Marketing challenges include encouraging consumers to try an 

unknown variety and to understand the lighter colour and lighter-bodied style.  

The following comments were made during personal interviews or via email communication 

with wine industry professionals. Their opinions and experience on marketing Cinsaut were 

garnered along with possible new avenues to follow in future:   

Eben Sadie, owner of Sadie Family Wines, is quoted by James Molesworth as believing that 

‘Cinsault is probably South Africa’s best grape’. Sadie is further quoted to mention that 

Cinsaut ‘has been here (South Africa) for so long. But it doesn’t take kindly to human greed 

– it hates over cropping. And there’s no color, so it fell out of favour with the blending co-ops. 

But in the 1920s, alongside Sémillon Gris, this was the red wine of the country. All the great 

old wines from Chateau Libertas, Rustenberg and other old historic estates had lots of 

Cinsault in the blend. I’ve only got a few bottles left of the old Libertas and some of those 

other wines, but man I hope my wines get there in 40 years. If not, I’ll be really disappointed’ 

(Molesworth, 2013).  

Janno Briers-Louw, winemaker at Eenzaamheid, encouragingly mentioned that, when 

presenting private tastings of his Cinsaut blends, the younger consumers show great interest 

and are very willing to try something new (Briers-Louw, 2014).  

The winemaker at Val de Vie, Harold Versfeld, believes that Cinsaut wines are elegant and 

classy, with similar characteristics as the refined Burgundian Pinot Noirs. According to him, 

Cinsaut has great potential in the future of the South African wine industry (Versfeld, 2014). 

 Regarding the role and positioning of Cinsaut in the current marketplace, Bennie Howard 

(2014) is of the opinion that Merlot has largely taken over the role which Cinsaut used to 

play. In the past Cinsaut was used as a stretcher of volumes due to the higher prices and 

unavailability of Cabernet Sauvignon. Should shortages of Merlot or Cabernet Sauvignon 

arise once again in future, Cinsaut can easily fulfil this historic role once again. In general, 

Cinsaut should perform well as a lighter styled wine, almost like Pinot Noir, but priced at a 

medium price level category. It is however important that varietal Cinsaut is not compared to 

Pinot Noir as they have very different flavours and can easily confuse the consumer.  
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Chris and Andrea Mullineux, owners of Mullineux Wines, feel that Cinsaut most definitely 

has a future in South Africa. The major issue is whether the variety would be best suited to 

blending or varietal wines. As a blending component there are many avenues to follow, but it 

would take time and a great deal of effort to convince consumers to regard varietal Cinsaut 

wines seriously. This said, varietal Cinsaut does have potential. The Mullineux’s stress that 

the focus should be on making a wine as a Cinsaut and not trying to imitate the winemaking 

methods employed for other varieties, for example Shiraz. Thus, Cinsaut wines which 

showcase the unique flavour components of the grape. Making an honest and true Cinsaut, 

without copying a generic style is the key. Cinsaut has great ability to be used in blends, but 

still has a long journey ahead to be marketed as a single varietal (Mullineux, C., 2014; 

Mullineux, A., 2014). 

Krige Visser (2014), co-owner of Mount Abora in the Swartland, is very excited about the 

future of Cinsaut in South Africa and believes that, if managed correctly, Cinsaut has the 

potential of becoming as renowned as the Beyerskloof Pinotage. Producers, he explains, will 

however have to work hard at creating a market for the lighter styled Cinsaut wines. It will be 

difficult to convince consumers used to heavily oaked, richer, fruit driven and full bodied 

wines to consider the lighter in colour and character Cinsaut styles. Ironically boxed red 

wines are currently the best examples of lighter red wines, but these are hardly of top quality 

and often very diluted in character due to the volumes involved. It will take some time before 

consumers will warm to quality, lighter reds. Krige Visser further comments that the ideal 

marketing approach would be to start small and create a niche market for Cinsaut, but at an 

affordable price point. Such wines will have to be handmade Cinsauts from older, bush vines 

and by using the correct winemaking methods to showcase the variety. He adds that care 

should be taken not to over oak the wine and the grape must remain true to itself. Wine 

writer Neil Pendock quotes Visser as describing the Mount Abora Saffraan Cinsaut as ‘the 

Swartland’s answer to Pinot Noir. Or rather, we wanted to make the Pinot Noir of the 

Swartland with Cinsaut’  (Pendock, 2013:1). 

Sommelier David Clarke (2014) is also positive about the future of Cinsaut in South Africa. 

Winemakers should however refrain from too much concentration (via bleeding of the juice) 

and too much new oak. The emphasis, he says, should remain on the purity and lightness of 

the grape. Cinsaut wines can be marketed as possessing effortless, savoury elegance. The 

wines should be affordable and made in an accessible, everyday drinking style. Clarke 

believes that Cinsaut wines can bring great pleasure, especially during the warmer months. 

The fact that Cinsaut is able to ripen and deliver attractive flavours at relatively low alcohol 

levels is a plus point. These lighter - to medium bodied Cinsaut wines can be of great value 

in an industry where Pinot Noir is very expensive and the majority of red wines are full-

bodied. Moreover, Cinsaut has the capability of filling a massive gap in the wine spectrum 

which, in other regions / countries is filled by wines such as Côtes du Rhône, Chianti and 
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Beaujolais. Clarke believes that, if South Africa manages to truly adopt and support Cinsaut, 

it has the potential and ability to become a recognised style internationally. 

Sommelier Higgo Jacobs (2014) comments that South Africa does not produce a large range 

of reds suitable for drinking with lunch in our warm summers. In his opinion, South African 

summers call for ‘a slightly chilled, crunchy Cinsaut or Grenache Noir from Provence’. Often 

he finds that these lighter styled reds possess appetisingly dry, fine tannins and, if chilled, 

can be even more refreshing than a white wine. In the South African climate, varieties 

producing lighter red wine styles such as Cinsaut, Nero d’Avola, Sangiovese and 

Tempranillo can be very successful and well received. In his opinion, the wine drinking 

market is ‘maturing and consumers expect wines of interest and charm at every price point’. 

Danie Steytler (2014), winemaker at Kaapzicht Estate, holds a contrary view. He is of the 

opinion that Cinsaut is merely a fashionable craze at the moment and is not convinced that 

this is a grape best suited to varietal wines. He says that consumers tend to look for 

something trendy and new and Cinsaut could currently fill this gap. Although there may be a 

few special Cinsaut wines available, he would personally far rather drink a serious Cabernet 

Sauvignon than a lighter bodied Cinsaut. 

Cathy van Zyl (2014), Master of Wine, believes that one of the reasons why Cinsaut fell out 

of favour, was its reputation as a highly cropped variety destined for bulk wines. She 

explains that winemakers started producing other, more popular varieties such as Cabernet 

Sauvignon and Shiraz, and the industry looked for new, trendier varieties and wines. In 

terms of the future of Cinsaut in South Africa, she is positive. She says that the grape is 

versatile and it could even be elevated to the red grape status of Chenin Blanc, but for this to 

happen, commitment and drive will be essential.  

Etienne le Riche (2013), owner of Le Riche Wines, commented that Cinsaut should be 

marketed as a niche varietal. In addition to this, he adds that rosés, lighter red blends and 

wines of lower alcohol should be the goal when working with Cinsaut. He believes that 

Cinsaut could play a role as a blending variety and could become important again in future 

should there be a shortage of grapes in the long term. 
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Chapter 4: Price point possibilities  

When introducing a new wine or varietal to the market, selecting the correct price point 

becomes essential. As mentioned by Jancis Robinson, a certain pricing policy may be 

focused on gaining a new market or ‘may have the result of bolstering prices in the belief 

that high prices automatically buy respect and prestige’ (Robinson, 1999:551).   

Currently in the South African wine market, a range of price points exist for varietal and 

blended Cinsaut wines. In order to provide an indication of the range in prices, cellar door 

prices (in Rand) for various wines were obtained and are listed in Appendix 4. In terms of 

varietal Cinsaut, the Blank Bottle ‘My Koffer’ falls in a higher priced category at R250 

followed by Osbloed Red Horse Cinsaut Noir at R200. A few of the varietal Cinsaut wines fell 

in a price range between R80 and R120, and hardly any were listed in the lower price point 

levels below R50. Exceptions are the Landskroon and Perdeberg Winery Cinsauts, both 

wines being R33 from the cellar.  

A larger range in price points exist in blended wines containing a percentage of Cinsaut. The 

most expensive blend was the La Motte Hannelie R at R845 followed by the Annandale 

Nostalgia at R500 and Bosman Family Vineyards Erfenis at R350. Quite a few blended 

wines are found in the price range between R100 and R200, but the most popular price 

category falls between R25 and R100. Wines which fall within the category below R100 

include the Secateurs Red, Leeuwenkuil Family Vineyards Reserve Red, Cloof Wine Estate 

Ink Spot Vin Noir and the Darling Cellars Growers Signature Red.  

From these figures it appears that, in general and apart from one or two exceptions, most 

single varietal Cinsaut wines are sold at higher prices than blended Cinsaut wines.  
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SECTION 7:  

Conclusion 

 

With very little to no attention being paid to Cinsaut in the past 20 years, it appears that 

renewed interest has sparked and attentions are being turned to this stalwart grape of the 

South African wine industry. Although this interest may currently be limited to a few 

viticulturists, winemakers, industry professionals and wine enthusiasts, there may well be 

reason to believe that this curiosity could lead to a true revival of the variety in future. As 

noted by Tim Atkin, renowned wine journalist, in the December 2014 edition of Decanter 

Magazine: 

 ‘With the possible exception of Cinsault, Syrah is the most exciting variety in South Africa 

at the moment’ (Atkin, 2014:78) 

What are the possible reasons for this new awareness? A variety of recent developments 

may have contributed to this newfound interest. Improved clonal- and rootstock material has 

played an important role in South Africa in general, but also specifically in terms of Cinsaut. 

With increased demand for this variety, newer clones such as HE 92 are being tested. 

Whereas older Cinsaut vines were traditionally sourced from visual selection, regrafting onto 

newer plant material can produce better quality grapes and resultant wines with 

characteristics specific to current market demands. This said, Rosa Kruger (2014) is of the 

opinion that, if these older and existing Cinsaut vines are treated with the viticultural care 

required, they are able to produce fruit of great quality and wines of unique varietal 

characteristics. Far more research has been done regarding correct rootstock / soil condition 

combinations, and there is a greater understanding of the ideal terroir pertaining to Cinsaut. 

With the Swartland region gaining in popularity both locally and internationally, the use of 

Cinsaut in blends is receiving additional attention. The hotter, drier climate of the Swartland 

is well-suited to Rhône and Mediterranean grape varieties and many of the older Cinsaut 

vines can be found in the Swartland region. The greater interest in sourcing and caring for 

older vines in the Western Cape also involves older Cinsaut vines which could lead to some 

interesting single varietal Cinsaut wines.  

Recent years have also seen some changes in the styles of wine made and preferred 

globally. The very rich, over-extracted, full-bodied wines advocated by consultants such as 
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Michel Rolland have started to decrease in popularity. Instead, the appeal for lighter-bodied, 

less heavily oaked, fresher and less alcoholic wines has increased. It is in this instance 

where Cinsaut may gain traction and acclaim.  

Of course there are also opinions against the revival of Cinsaut within the South African wine 

industry. Some industry professionals feel that Cinsaut is merely a fashionable trend and 

ultimately a waste of time. The focus should rather remain on existing, stronger grape 

varieties such as Cabernet Sauvignon. For many, Cinsaut remains plagued by overcropping 

and its bad reputation for producing thin wines remains.  

Should Cinsaut regain its popularity as a blending component, there may be merits in rather 

using this variety than others, once more popular, such as Merlot. If treated viticulturally 

correctly and with greater understanding of the winemaking and oaking regimes (if any), 

Cinsaut could yet play a far greater role than expected. Evidence suggests that four different 

approaches to winemaking may be followed in future: 

Firstly, the traditional approach of blending Cinsaut with Cabernet Sauvignon has many 

merits. Not only does the Cinsaut soften the harsher Cabernet Sauvignon, but the fresh fruit 

component and hints of apparent sweetness which the Cinsaut brings to the blend, are all 

appealing aspects. With a greater understanding of the Cinsaut variety and treating the vine 

and wine for quality, rather than quantity purposes, such a blend could certainly gain in 

popularity. Such wines could either be marketed as Cabernet Sauvignon (containing only up 

to 15% Cinsaut) or as traditional blends (more than 15% Cinsaut).  

Secondly, there is the more modern blending approach of Cinsaut with Shiraz and other 

Rhône / Mediterranean varieties. Many of these varieties, such as Carignan and Grenache, 

are still being introduced to the consumers and Cinsaut could be added to this list. Already 

internationally proven within such blends for example in the Rhône and Lebanon, South 

Africa could certainly follow this approach to add additional red fruit and freshness to the 

wines.  

Thirdly, the use of Cinsaut in blanc de noir/ rosé wine comes into play. Recent SAWIS 

statistics for domestic sales of blanc de noir / rosé note an increase of 48% over the past 10 

years. The figure increased, in litres, from 4 827 150 in 2004 to 9 981 438 in 2003. Exports 

of blanc de noir/ rosé have also increased with 17% over the same period from 11 223 738 

litres in 2004 to 64 972 213 litres in 2013 (SAWIS, 2014). Should this upward sales trend in 

blanc de noir/ rosé continue, Cinsaut could become increasingly popular due to its high 

yielding ability at lower costs. At higher yields, Cinsaut is still able to produce a lighter, fruity 

and deliciously fresh style of blanc de noir/ rosé. 
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Lastly, Cinsaut may also have a small but potentially significant part to play as a varietal. 

Although Cinsaut is still a variety unknown to the general consumer, if produced and 

marketed correctly, a varietal wine could also have its place. In general it would be important 

not to overprice such a wine. Varietal wines should truly showcase the grape characteristics 

of red fruit, perfumed aromatics and freshness and should not be overly oaked. The easy-

drinking, lower alcohol appeal should be encouraged as well as the fact that Cinsaut wines 

are ideal when chilled during the hot South African summer months. Perhaps the focus 

should remain on this lighter-bodied red wine style, rather than the varietal. Varietal Cinsaut, 

and marketing the grape in general, would in most cases require a more personal touch. 

Lesser known varieties such as Cinsaut are not necessarily picked by generally wary 

consumers, but rather require a more direct selling approach. Sommeliers and retail staff 

can be encouraged to introduce clients to try quality Cinsaut or Cinsaut blends and in turn 

offer some extra information on the wine style and grape. Winemakers or marketers would 

also have to employ a more persuasive and educational approach to introduce consumers to 

this new variety. Overall, it will take time for the market to get to know a ‘new’ variety such as 

Cinsaut and the hope for massive sales should be discouraged. Rather, a pursuit of quality, 

excellence and passion for the grape can be instilled. The Platter 5 star Sadie Family 

Pofadder Cinsaut 2013, along with the AA Badenhorst CWG Auction Reserve 

Kalmoesfontein Ramnasgras Cinsault 2012, may prove to be the start of greater awareness 

regarding quality, characteristic varietal Cinsaut wines. 

In my opinion, the traditional role of Cinsaut as a supporting blending component rather than 

a showcase varietal will play a larger part in the future. The major difference between today 

and the past is that, instead of hiding the use of Cinsaut in blends, it is a fact which can be 

highlighted and marketed. The South African wine industry has changed from being largely 

focused on volume and base wines destined for brandy / fortified wines to a far greater focus 

on quality. The quality approach is an avenue which might certainly be actively pursued for 

Cinsaut. The role which Cinsaut has historically played in our vinous past is undeniably 

significant, and perhaps it may ring true that, even for this variety, the proverbial wheel does 

turn.  
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APPENDICES: 

Appendix 1: Viticultural Questionnaire 

1. What are the optimal terroir conditions for Cinsaut in terms of: 

a. Soil  

b. Climate 

c. Water required (irrigation or not) 

 

2. In your opinion, what are the best sites for the variety? 

 

3. From which region/s do you source the grapes from? 

 

4. What is the average age of your Cinsaut vines? 

 

5. What is the distance between vines? 

 

6. What is your desired planting density – Vines per hectare? Yield per hectare? 

 

7. What is the susceptibility to disease? Is Cinsaut plagued by the leaf roll virus?  

 

8. Is the variety a vigorous grower or not? 

 

9. What it the optimal training system for the vine?  

 

10. Is there any specific canopy management pertaining to Cinsaut? 

 

11. What are the viticultural challenges involved? 

 

12. How would you describe optimal ripeness for Cinsaut? 

 

13. At harvest, what are the desired levels in terms of balling, sugar and acidity? 

 

14. Mass and quality production – what are the volumes (ton per ha) required for each? 

 

15. What is the market price for premium and mass produced Cinsaut? 

 

16. What, in your opinion, does it take viticulturally to make an ultra premium Cinsaut 
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Appendix 2: Winemaking Questionnaire 

1. Why produce a single varietal Cinsaut instead of blending as in the 1980s? 

 

2. When was your first vintage? 

 

3. Which clones do you prefer? 

 

4. What rootstocks do you use?  

 

5. What harvesting methods do you employ? Machine or hand? 

 

6. Are bunches destemmed or kept whole? 

 

7. Do you make use of berry-sorting if destemmed? 

 

8. Does any cold-soaking take place prior to fermentation? If so, for how long and why? 

 

9. Are wild – or cultured yeasts preferred? If cultured, which yeast do you use? 

 

10. Describe your usage of SO2 pre- and post fermentation.  

 

11. What is the desired fermentation temperature? 

 

12. In which type of vessel do you ferment? E.g. Open top / barrel / tank? 

 

13. What techniques are employed for mixing the cap -pigeage / pumpover / other? 

 

14. If yes to the above, how regularly is the method used? 

 

15. Does post-fermentation maceration take place? If so, what are the reasons?  

 

16. What type of press is used? Basket or pneumatic? 

 

17. Does malolactic fermentation take place in tank or barrel? 

 

18. What is your oaking regime, if any? Which type and size of oak is preferred? 

19. Period of time in oak?  
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20. How regularly are barrels topped up? 

 

21. Is the wine filtered or fined?  

 

22. Describe the style of Cinsaut you produce? 

 

23. What do you think is the future of Cinsaut in SA? 

 

 

Appendix 3: General Industry Questionnaire 

1. Do you think there is a future for this grape in SA?  

 

2. If so, as a blend or single varietal? 

 

3. What, in your opinion, are the greatest challenges involved for Cinsaut within SA? 

 

4. What are the marketing challenges for Cinsaut? 

 

5. What food matches are recommended with Cinsaut?  
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Appendix 4: Cellar Door prices of South African Cinsaut wines 

PRODUCER WINE BLEND 100% 
Cinsaut 

PRICE Rand 

AA Badenhorst Family Wines Secateurs Rosé X  R 48 

 AA Badenhorst Red X  R 189 

 Secateurs Red X  R 61 

Annandale Wines Nostalgia X  R 500 

Blank Bottle My Koffer  X R 250 

 Fifteen + 1 X  R 65 

Boekenhoutskloof Winery Chocolate Block X  R 175 

Bosman Family Vineyards Erfenis X  R 350 

 Adama Red X  R100 

 Cinsaut  X R 120 

Botha Wine Cellar Dassies Rood X  R 27 

Bryan MacRobert Wines Tobias X  Retail: R 90 

Cloof Wine Estate Ink Spot Vin Noir X  R 45 

Darling Cellar Growers Signature X  R 28 

Distell Chateau Libertas X  Retail: R 46 

 Tassenberg X  Retail: R 28 

David Family Wines Elpidios X  R 250 

Eenzaamheid Blend 1 X  R 120 

 Blend 2 X  R 120 

Howard Booysen Pegasus  X Retail: R 55 

La Motte Hannelie R X  R 845 

Landskroon Cinsaut  X R 33 

 Red X  R 36 

Leeuwenkuil Family Vineyards Family Reserve Red X  R 40 

MAN Family Wines Essay Red Blend X  R 60 

Mont Destin Passione X  R 195 

 11 Barrels X  R 75 

Mount Abora Vineyards Saffraan  X Retail: R 100 

Mullineux Family Wines Kloof Street Rouge X  R 90 

Nuweland Wynkelder Bosstok Rosé X  Not Available 

 Oustok Rosé  X Not Available 

Osbloed Wines Wonderbare Raadsman X  R 300 

 Hanekam X  R 80 

 Red Horse Cinsaut Noir  X R 200 

Perderberg Winery Soft Smooth Red X  R 33 

Rico Suter Private Cellar L’Amitie X  R 60 

Sadie Family Wines Pofadder  X R 194 

Savage Wines Savage Red X  R 180 

Sequillo Sequillo Red X  R 120 

Simonsvlei Hercules Paragon X  R 85 

 Simonsrood X  R 25 

Stellenrust Old Bushvine Cinsaut  X R 80 

The Winery of Good Hope Black Rock Blend X  R 155 

Val de Vie Wines Val de Vie Red X  R 70 

Waterkloof Seriously Cool Cinsaut  X R 95 

 False Bay Rosé X  R 49 
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Welgegund Wines Ricco X  Not Available 

Yardstick Wines Red Label / Shazam X  R 95 

TOTAL: 34 from +- 900   40 10  
Source: (Platter, 2014) 

 


